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ARTICLE V.

NOTES ON THE NATURAL HISTORY AND PHYSIO
GRAPHY OF NEW BRUNSWICK.

By W. F. Ganong.

89.—On a Remarkable Noise Heard During a Forest Fire 

at Neguac.

Read January 3, 1905.

While in Tracadie in September last 1 was told of a remark- 
able explosion which occurred back of Neguac two years ago in 
July during a forest fire, and which was supposed to be due to 
the ignition of gas held in a peat-bog. The information seemed 
so well substantiated and the phenomenon itself of so unusual a 
character that I sought further information about it from a pro
minent and observant resident in the vicinity, one to whom 1 am 
indebted for much other valuable information, M. Romain 
Savoy, of Riviere du Cache. He writes me that the event is well 
known locally, apparently creating much comment at the time, 
and that he attempted to investigate the cause, even having the 
ground examined where it occurred. It was not truly an explo
sion, but a great roar, lasting about five minutes, and was heard 
but once. It occurred when a forest fire, driven by a warm south
erly wind, was burning with great force in a dense forest. In 
the meantime a heavy cold easterly wind sprang up, tile course of 
which could be followed by its accompanying clouds. It was 
when this wind, with its cloud, met the southerly wind and smoke 
cloud, that the noise was heard; and M. Savoy’s explanation, 
locally accepted, is that it was the meeting of the cold and hot 
air which in some way produced an effect resulting in the re
markable noise.
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90.—On the Limits of the Great Lire of Miramichi of 1825.
Read February 7, 1905; later re-written.

Some observations upon the extensive burnt country at the 
head of the northwest and other branches of the Miramichi, and 
a desire to determine the rate of reforestation of burnt forest 
lands in New Brunswick, have led me to attempt to ascertain 
the precise limits of the great Miramichi fire which occurred in 
1825. Two sources of information were obviously available,— 
first, contemporary records in newspapers, books, maps, etc., and 
second, the testimony of the age of the timber in the Miramichi 
valley as known to well-informed lumbermen. The results of 
both lines of inquiry were the following.

The earliest account of this immense and calamitous fire, 
(which occurred upon October 7th), that I have been abb to find, 
is dated Miramichi, October nth, four days after the event. It 
is a brief but vivid description of the fire, calling attention to the 
need for aid to the sufferers in whose interest it was printed on 
the front page of a letter-sheet, evidently intended to be widely 
circulated with business and other correspondence.* The account 
of the limits of the fire reads thus :

At Douglastown, scarcely any kind of property escaped the ravages 
of the fire.......The Town of Newcastle, with all the surrounding settle
ments, became a total waste, excepting about fourteen buildings.., .and
four miles through the interior___the greatest desolation took place. The
remote settlements from the entrance of the river upwards, present to 
the eye the dreadful havoc of this most calamitous event, particularly 
those of the North-West Branch, Baltibog and Nappan, some of which 
have scarcely a place of habitation left.

Another contemporary account is contained in a pamphlet 
published in the same year (1825) at Halifax, reprinted, in part 
at least, in Murdoch's Nova Scolia (Vol. Ill, page 539). It is 
entirely independent of the Rankin account above quoted, and, 
so far as the extent of the fire is described, reads thus :

It has since been ascertained that the conflagration extended from the 
Northward from the neighborhood of Bay Chaleur, where two cottages

* A letter in possession of Mr. Clarence Ward, to whom I am indebted 
for the use of his copy of the very rare original (recently reprinted in 
St. John and Miramichi newspapers), shows that it was written by Mr. 
Alexander Rankin, apparently an eye witness of the fire.
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in the finest were consumed, to Richibucto, a distance of 85 miles by land,
and from that place over the whole extent of the Miramichi and its 

North and South-West Branches, the Baltibogue, Nappan and Black Rivers, 
and other tributaries, including a tract of more than too milts in a direct line, 
and containing about 8000 square miles of forest in New Brunswick, 
subject to the ravages of flame and hurricane. In connection with this 
may be viewed the burning of a great part of the town of Fredericton, 
the seat of the Government of that province^ on the same day that New
castle suffered, and the fires in the forests of Upper and Lower Canada, 
and the State of Maine, where the River Penobscot was described as 
icsembling a sea of fire for thirty miles of its course, and the reader may 
judge of the extent of the injury to the wood, and the ungovernable 
rapidity with which the flames must have been carried by the winds, to 
find them at the same period, desolating parts of America from Brockville 
to Miramichi, and from the Saint Lawrence to the Penobscot. In this 
extensive range of mischief, the sufferings of the parish of Newcastle were 
far surpassing all the rest in proportion and miserable consequences.

Mr. Clarence Ward has had the great kindness to go syste
matically through the fyle of the New Brunswick Courier for 
me, front the date of the fire to the end of the y.ar, and later; 
but while he found full accounts of the fire in other respects, he 
discovered no definite references lo its limits.

The best-known description of the fire, and one practically 
contemporary, is that by Robert Cooney, published in his Com
pendious History of 1832. He was living at the time, as he tells 
us, within a mile of Newcastle, and was an eye-witness of all 
that he so vividly describes. His references to the limits of the 
fire are as follows :

In Miramichi, and throughout the northern part of New Brunswick, 
the season had been remarkably dry; scarcely any rain had fallen; and 
considerable apprehensions were entertained for the crops. Very exten
sive fires were observed in a north westerly direction ; dong the south side 
of the Baie des Chaleurs; in several parts of the District of Gaspe; in 
the neighborhood of Richibucto, and thence in a southerly direction to
wards Westmoreland (page 65).......

On the sixth, the fire was evidently approximating to us; at different 
intervals of this day, fitful blazes and flashes were observed to issue from 
the different parts of the woods, patticularly up the north west, at the rear 
of Newcastle, in the vicinity of Douglastown and Moorfields; and along 
the banks of the Bartibog (page 66)... .suddenly a lengthened and sullen 
roar came booming through the forest, and driving a thousand massive
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and devouring flames before it. Then Newcastle, and Douglastown, and 
the whole northern side of the river, extending ftom Bartibog to the 
Nashwaak, a distance of more than too miles in leng.h, became eveloped in 
an immense sheet of flame, that spread over nearly 6003 square miles, 
(page 69) ....the whole cultivated Parish of Ludlow [at the lime of the 
fire including all Blissfield and Blackville] was changed into a waste.... 
Bartibog, Nappan, Black-River, and several other suriounding settlements 
became involved in the general ruin. More than four hundred square 
miles of a once settled country, now exhibited one vast and cheerless 
panorama of desolation and despair, (page 76).

And once again (on page 70) he implies that the fire covered 
some 6,000 square milts.

Yet another, and apparently independent account of the fire 
is contained in M’Gregor’s British America, published in the same 
years as Cooney's book (1832). The author had travelled exten
sively in New Brunswick, though prior to the fire, and lie appears 
to have had some sources of information other than those above 
cited, though a part of his description shows the wording of the 
letter of October 11th. As to ihe fire limits he writes:

In October, 1825, about a hundred and forty miles in extent, and a vast 
breadth of country on the north, and from sixty to seventy miles on the 
south side of Miramichi River, became a scene of perhaps the most dread
ful conflagration that occurs in the history of the world (Vol. II, 264).

The following account was obtained and printed in the papers for public 
information a few days afterwards: “More than a hundred miles of the 
shores of the Miramichi are laid waste, independent of the northwest 
branch, the Baltibog and the Nappan settlements.” . . . (page 266).

Great fires raged about the same time in the forests of the River St. 
John, which destroyed much property and timber, with the governor1' 
residence, and about eighty private houses at Fredericton. Fires raged also 
at the same time in the northern parts of the province, as far as the Bay de 
Chaleur. (Page 268).

Another independent account, giving the recollections of an 
eye-witness some twenty-four years after the event, is contained 
in Johnston’s Notes on North Amrica (published at London, 
in 1851). The author, while at Chatham in 1849, was told of the 
fire by a Mr. Rankin, whose recollections of it were very vivid. 
Traditions and recollections after a quarter-century has elapsed
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must always be accepted with caution, but they arc not without 
their value. The account reads thus :

It was an excessively hot summer, and fires were binning in numerous 
places upon the Miramichi and St. John rivers and their tributaries. .. . 
on the 7th of October, it began to blow from ithc southwest, and the fire 
to spread over the country in the same direction. The wind increased 
gradually to a hurricane, and the fire advanced with proportionate rapidity. 
At one o'clock in the afternoon it was still seventy miles up the river ; and 
in the evening it wras at Douglastown. It travelled e’ghty-five miles in 
nine hours, so that scaicely on a fleet horse could a man have escaped 
from it..., the most striking thing that he mentioned were, that the 
flame as it advanced, was twenty-five miles in breadth; that, coming from 
the west, it rushed past the towns of Newcastle and Douglastown, leaving 
a green margin of some miles in breadth between its southern edge ami 
the river; and that when, in its easterly course, it reached Burnt-church 
River, the wind lulled, itumed around and drove the fire up the river 
again. It then came back along the green fringe it had left as it descended,
and by the way licked up the towns of Douglastown rnd Newcastle.......
The town of Chatham on the opposite side of the river, in a great measure 
escaped, but the Nassua [misprint for Nappan] settlement, six miles beh'nd 
was burned to the ground. (Page 35).

Still another account, resting apparently upon recollections of 
Sir Howard Douglas, who visited Miramichi a few days after 
the great fire, is contained in Fullom’s Life of Sir Howard 
Douglas (London, 1863). This work gives also a full account 
of the fires at and near Fredericton, and estimates the extent of 
the conflagration as 6,000 square miles.

So much for the accounts proceeding from eye-witnesses or * 
others in a position to know the limits of the fire. Later accounts, 
if compiled with a genuine regard for the truth, have also their 
value. Thus the valuable book. Notitia of Nezv Brunswick, pub
lished in St. John in 1838 (page 126), makes the fire cover m 
extent of one hundred miles along the Miramichi, by eighty-five 
in breadth, covering a surface of nearly 8,000 square miles. This 
work tells also of the fire at Fredericton, and of others on the 
Oromocto and on the Tobique. Gesner, the geologist, who had 
travelled over much of this country, makes the extent of the 
fire from the Nashwaak to the Bartibog, a distance of more thin 
one hundred miles, and even makes it continuous with a fire on
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the Tobique, which is probably incorrect (New Bruns'wick, 192).
Again Alexander Monro, the surveyor, in his New Brunswick, 

1855, gives an account of the Province largely independent of 
other works, and describes the limits of the fire, which he says 
embraced ;—

Almost the entire country, from within a short distance of «he Gulf 
shore, and the head of the Tabusintac river, thence nearly to the Falls of 
the Nipissiquit, and from that vicinity in the direction of t'he Tobique 
River, and near to its head, and in another direction, begin ling at the 
mouth of the Miramichi River, embracing both its banks, and extending, 
in some places, beyond the present limits of the county to the Nashwaalc 
river, in the county of York, thus comprehending in the whole, nearly 
4,000000 acres of the best lumbering region of the Province. (Page 202)

Evidence from tradii ion still current is of course of no great 
value after so long an interval, (now eighty years) since the fire, 
but still it is not without use. A valued correspondent of mine, 
Mr. P. H. Welch of Fulton Brook, Queens County, who has long 
knowm the woods of south central New Brunswick as lumber- 
scaler and through other occupations, writes me that he always 
understood the fire covered about 5,000 square miles. He also 
adds :—

About forty years ago I worked with a man, an ox teamster, who was 
an eye-witness of «lie burning [of Miramichi], and worked all over the 
Miramichi afterwards, and he positively stated that it [the fire] com
menced a short distance east of Nashwaksis and burned everything but 
swamps to the Gulf of St. Lawrence, or, to be more correct, to Tracadie 
Beach.

Mr. Welch also calls my attention to the words of the Ballad 
of the Miramichi Fire, composed at the time, and still sung by 
the lumbermen, one line of which runs “46 miles by 100 this 
awful fire did extend”.

So much for evidence as to the general limits of the fire. We 
consider next what evidence may be found as to its actual 
occurrence in particular places aside from Newcastle Parish. Its 
occurrence back of Chatham, though Chatham itself esceped, has 
already been noted. Mr. Welch confirms this from the relation 
of his friend the ox teamster, who told him that a spur “crossed
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the main river below Chatham and laid everything waste on the 
south side of the river to Bay du Yin”, lie also was told by him 
that ‘‘one wing of the fire crossed the southwest river and ran 
towards Gaspereau burning itself out south of Blackville”. Mr. 
Welch adds that there is other evidence of its extension in that 
direction, and he has given me the limits shown on the acconip- 
anying map. Mr. Welch’s statements on this point receive very 
satisfactory confirmation from another source. In 1844 Sir 
James Alexander made a survey for a military road from 
Moncton to Boiestown, and described his observations in h's 
book L’ Acadie published in London in 1849. In reference to a 
badly burned district he had to cross between Gaspereau and 
Cains River, he writes :—

We had reached the scene of the Great Miramichi Fire of i8-’5, when 
the country was ravaged and laid waste from the neighborhood of Bay 
Chaleur to Fredericton (II, 1849).

And the matter receives confirmation from yet another source, 
foil Deputy Surveyor Fairweather’s plan of this country, made in 
1836, (for the opportunity to see which I am indebted to Mr. 
E. Hutchison of Douglastown), shows that all this country be
tween the Miramichi and the Gaspereau had been heavily burnt, 
though of course the evidence is not conclusive that this fire was 
contemporaneous with the Great Fire. Alexander’s statement, 
resting as it no doubt did upon the testimony of some of the men 
in his employ, would seem, however, to make this clear. The 
extension of the fire in another direction is shown on one of the 
plans in the Crown Land Office which marks “Outline of Great 
Fire, 1825”, between Mullins Stream and South Branch Sevogle. 
Through Mr. Hutchison I learn from Mr. Loggie of the Crown 
Land Office that there is no other evidence in that office bearing 
upon the present question.

So much for the evidence documentary and traditional. We 
consider next the evidence from other sources. Seeking such, 
it occurred to me that an observant and well-informed lumber
man thoroughly acquainted with the Miramichi country, would 
probably know, in part from the ages of the trees growing there,
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the approximate limits of the great fire. Accordingly I wrote Mr. 
E. Hutchison, of Douglastown, well-known as one of the lead
ing lumbermen of the Miramichi, and placed my problem before 
him. He has had the kindness to reply fully. He gives it as his 
opinion that the extent of the fire lias commonly been exagger
ated; that Derby, for instance, was partially, if at all, burned, and 
that the limits of the fire were about from Portage River south to 
the main Miramichi, and from the Square Forks of Sevogle east 
to Bartibog, with a tongue to near Grande Dune.

His evidence is derived from the relative ages of the timber 
trees cut within and without those limits. When I called his 
attention to the positive statements of Cooney, seeming to show 
a much greater extent for the fire, he replied that he was aware 
of this discrepancy, but that his judgement was based upon the 
unassailable testimony of the age of trees standing on the areas 
in question, and that, while the matter is somewhat complicated 
by the occurrence of local fires, it is possible to trace the limits 
of the Great Fire with some accuracy in this way.

He called attention to the well-known fact that Chatham was 
not burnt, and adds that the occurence of abundant and large obi 
logs all along the south side of the Miramichi, including Cains 
River, Barnaby River, Black River, and Napa 1, show that there 
could have been no extensive fires at that time south of the Mira
michi, and that if the great fire did cross the river at all, it must 
have been only locally and without doing any material damage to 
the woods.

Further, since much of Derby, together with the basin of the 
Renous, Dungarvon, and Bartholomews Rivers have all produced 
immense quantities of logs much older than could have grown 
since the great fire, there could have been no extensive burning 
in that region as Cooney implies. The same is true of the dis
trict east of the Bartibog.

With reference to the age of these logs he adds. “Black 
spruce, which is our principal export, does not make logs fit to 
cut much under too years, and I hav; counted 265 rings on a 
black spruce. The white spruce and pine grow quite twice ;-s 
fast.”
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We attempt now to deduce from the collective evidence the 
limits of the Great Fire. At first sight the testimony appears 
somewhat conflicting, but this, I believe, is because two quite 
distinct ideas are associated with the name Great Fire of Mt'ra- 
michi. It seems plain that in early October, 1825, a large numb -r 
of local forest fires were burning here and there over an extendve 
drought-stricken country, which embraced a great triangle witli 
its apex near Fredericton, and its base on a line drawn from 
Felledune to Richibucto, (compare tho accompanying map), 
some 6,000 to 8,000 square miles in area. The great northwest îr- 
ly hurricane of the seventh of October fanned these fires to 
greater violence, extending and sometimes uni ing them, so that 
they formed irregular patches and net-works scattered over the 
area, leaving however, very extensive tracts, especially in the river 
valleys, entirely unburnt. It is this general fire, or series of fires, 
to which the name Great Fire is sometimes applied. In certain 
special sections, however, the fires were of special violence and 
extent. This was the case with that which burnt the Cains River- 
Gaspereau region, and with those which burnt the great area, 
still barren, on the head of the Little Southwest Miramichi, the 
Sevogle, Northwest Miramichi and Nepisiguit, the most extensive 
area still open from burning in New Brunswick.* Most im
portant of all these areas, however, partly because of the extent 
and violence of this particular fire, and partly because it involved 
so great a destruction of life and property, was that embracing 
the parish of Newcastle and vicinity, some 400 square miles in 
area, extending from the Square Forks of Sevogle and Mullins 
Stream easterly to the Bartibog, and beyond in a narrow tongue 
to near Grand Dune, and from Tomogonops and Portage River 
south to the Miramichi, which it crossed below Chatham to

*It is of course not certain that this area was burned at that time, but 
certainly it was burned a very long time ago. and apparently no more 
recently than the country about the Square Forks of Sevogle, known to 
have been burned in 1825. Confirmatory of it are the various îeferences, 
in the works cited, to the extension of the fire to, or towards Tobique. 
Perhaps at this time also the Graham Plains and Mitchell Plains country 
was burned on the Walkemik Branch (Note 87), as well as the burnt 
country on the Noith Pole Branch and the Lower North Branch.
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devastate Napan and even Black River, though possibly the fires 
south of the river originated separately. It is this special fire 
which is also called the Great Fire of Miramichi. If we keep in 
mind this double use of the name Great Fire, the subject of the 
limits become fairly plain.

91. On a New Contour Map of New Brunswick.

Read March 7, 1905.

Up to the present time no contour map of the Province has 
been published. Nor, indeed, has any portion of it be n thus 
mapped, excepting only the peninsula between Oak Bay and the 
St. Croix, which is mapped, with contours, on a United States 
chart, (see Note 14), the 'lower St. John valley which is thus 
represented on a crude steamboat circular, and certain small 
sections of interior New Brunswick thus mapped in the present 
volume of this Bulletin (pp. 216, 334). Also a single 200 of 220 
foot contour is represented upon the Surface Geology maps. But 
otherwise vertical topography is shown on our published maps 
only by occasional and approximate hachures. Of manuscript 
maps I know but two showing contours,—Owen’s fine map of 
1841-43, showing the St. John from its mouth to Springhill, and 
a map of the Province which Colonel Maunsell tells me he made 
some years ago and sent with a report to the Militia De
partment at Ottawa. The latter map, I learn on inquiry at the 
Department, is in its possession, though its authorship is un
known, while the Report cannot be found. At length, however, 
the first published contour map of the Prov'.ice has appeared. It 
is in the latest volume of the Transactions of the Royal Society 
of Canada (Vol. X., 1904), illustrating a paper of my own upon 
the causes determining the distribution of settlements in New 
Brunswick. It is on the scale of sixteen miles to an inch, and the 
contour intervals are 100 feet. It is constructed (a) from all 
accessible railway levels, (b) from all barometric measurements 
that have been published, (c) from my own observations in 
various parts of the Province, (d) from probabilities based on the
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geological or physiographic construction of the country. Of 
course it cannot be accurate in details, and for two reasons. First, 
the data are wholly insufficient as yet for a fully accurate map; 
and second, the scale is too small to allow correctness-in limited 
areas of much diversity. For example, the scale is much too 
small to allow the topography south of Nictor Lake to be shown 
a> accurately as we know it ; and this is true in many other places. 
Nevertheless, the map, I think, gives a correct idea of the general 
contours of New Brunswick.

92. The F'act Basis of the Fire (or Phantom) Ship of 
Bay Chaleur.

Read April, 4, 1905; re-written |»n 1906.

One cannot be long in the Bay Chaleur country, especially ts 
eastern part, without hearing of the fire (or phantom) ship, said 
often to be seen on the bay. Until a short time ago I regarded 
the fire-ship as a pure fiction, with no basis other than the proie- 
ness of humanity to see wonders where they are expected, nr 
where others say they exist. But as a result of two visits to that 
country, during which I questioned many residents on the sub
ject, I have had to change my opinion; and I now believe there 
is really some natural phenomenon in that region which manifests 
itself in such a way as to be imaginable as a vessel on fire.

First we note the literature of the subject. Naturally the im 
aginative writers who have visited Bay Chaleur have seized upon 
the story of the fire-ship as a rare treasure, and, adding to the 
wildest local tales sundry fanciful imaginings of their own, with 
embellishments of banshees, pirates or picturesque historical 
personages, have produced weird fantasies such as are preferred to 
truth even by grown-up persons. A type of such stories is found 
in M:ss E. B. Chase’s Quest of the Quaint (Philadelphia, 1902 ., 
which connects the ship with the voyages of the Cortereri'.s. 
making it a vessel set on fire by one of them when attacked by 
lh-t Indians. From such a treatment there is every gradation, 
through many newspaper, guide-book and other accounts up to
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serious descriptions of the phenomenon as something with a 
probable fact basis. The best account of the latter type that I 
have seen, written apparently by Mr. A. M. Belding, appeared 
some years ago in the St. John Sun. It reads in part as 
follows ;—

The extent to which a visitor may be impressed by the story of the 
phantom ship depends a good deal on the source of the information. Hon. 
Robert Young [of Caraquet] will tell you. for example, that frequently at 
night before a storm a large light may be seen on the surface of the bay. 
It may be seen in winter, when the ice has fonned, as well as in summer, 
and it is not confined to any one portion of the bay. Sometimes it is much 
brighter than at other times and appears to dance along the surface. 
Joseph Poirier said he had seen it so bright that the reflection would 
appear on the houses at Grande Anse. Rev. Father Allard said he had seen 
it several times this season. In fact it appears to be quite a common
phenomenon, though nobody is able to explain its cause.......  Those who
decline to place full reliance in this interesting story [viz. the fanciful 
legend] nevertheless, admit that sometimes the mysterious light emits rays 
that shoot into and athkart the gloom, and might by a particularly well- 
nourished imagination be likened to the flame-lit rigging of a ship.

The information I have myself been able to collect from those 
who have seen the light is as follows. Of course 1 have sifted 
all testimony to the best of my ability, eliminating all exaggera
tions and embellishments, whether these be due to the habit of all 
humanity to make a story as big and good as possible, or to the 
common tendency to gull an impressionable stranger, or to mere 
ignorance, superstition or mendacity.

Four years ago Captain Turner of Riverside, Albert County, 
a clear-headed sea captain, told me, in answer to my mention of 
the fire-ship as a freak of the imagination, that he had himself 
seen it and hence knew it to exist. Later, on my first visit to 
Caraquet, I was told by a lady in whose word I have absolute 
confidence, that her attention was attracted one night by a light 
off Caraquet, which looked so much like a vessel afire that she 
supposed it to be one of her husband’s schooners, and called him 
in alarm, only to find that it was the fire-ship. A prominent resi
dent of Miscou, Mr. James Harper, told me he has seen it but 
once, in the winter on the ice off Clifton. It was seemingly some
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ten miles away and kept rising and falling, dying down to a verv 
small scarcely visible flame, then rising slowly into a column 
“looking thirty feet high.” It was not in the form of a ship, but 
a column, but people told him it was the fire ship. He was to'd 
it preceded a storm, but he took notice and no storm followed. 
Mr. Robert Wilson of Miscou, who sails much on Bay Chaleur 
tells me he has seen the fire-ship, (or as he calls it, the ‘‘burning 
ship”) several times. The time he was nearest it was about 
eleven years ago off Caraqmt on a very dark night. The light 
appeared aluad, and finally he came near and passed within ioo 
yards to windward of it, so that lie saw it with perfect clearness. 
It was somewhat the shape of a half-moon resting on the water, 
flat side down, or like a vessel on the water with a bowsprit but 
no masts etc., and “all glowing like a hot coal.” He dared not 
run nearer and passed it, keeping his ey.s upon it until far beyond. 
On other occasions he has seen it, at various distances, and has 
come to pay little attention to it. Sometimes it looked somewhat 
like a ship, sometimes not, and sometimes it vanished while he 
was watching it. Usually it is dancing or vibrating. Again he 
has seen it as one tall light which would settle down and rise 
again as three, which would again settle, and so on. Recently I 
have been told by Dr. J. Ome Green of Boston, whose connection 
with Miscou is mentioned below, that Mr. Wilson reports seeing 
the light this (1905) autumn; it appeared ahead of his boat as 
he sailed up the bay, vanished as he neared it, and in a few minutes 
re-appeared astern. Mr. Andrew Wilson, another leading resi - 
dent of Miscou has also seen it, when it resembled a whaleboat, 
not a ship, in form. Mr. McConnell, keeper of the light at 
Miscou Gulley, tells me that he has seen the fire-ship, about two 
miles away, but it did not look to him like a ship, but more like a 
big bonfire. Several others have told me that they have seen ;t, 
(the great majority of the residents in the region averring that 
they have seen it at one time or another), most of them agreeing 
that at times it looks like a ship on fire, but that at others more 
hke a round light. All agree that it usually precedes a storm, 
and is seen over the ice in winter as well as over the water in 
summer. On the other hand, other trustworthy residents of
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Miscou, notably Mr. Jas. Bruno and Mr. Ed. Vibert, both of 
whom sail much on the bay, tell me they have never seen it, and 
do not believe in its existence.

So much for local testimony. But it receives confirmation 
from another source. For many years past Dr. J. Orne Green of 
Boston, a Professor in the Harvard Medical School, has spent 
several weeks on Miscou and has taken a great interest in all that 
relates to the region. He tells me that he has himself seen a 
light which he was told was the fire-ship. Many years ago when 
running at night towards Caraquet he saw a fire off in the bay, 
and called the attemion of his companions to it, but finally 
thought it must be a woods fire on the north side of the bay. 
Reaching Caraquet, however, he found the people excited, be
cause they said the fire-ship was out in the bay. He told them of 
his belief that it was a woods fire, but they declared this could 
not be, because it had moved. The wind at the time was gentle, 
from the southwest, but it was followed die next day by a great 
northwester. His interest being thus aroused Dr. Green, in later 
years, attempted to investigate the phenomenon. He found that 
it was reported not only in Bay Chaleur but also in the Gulf of 
St. Lawrence as far south as Northumberland Straits. He came 
U the conclusion that while the stories were mostly exaggerated 
and distorted there was nevertheless some basis for them in fact, 
and that there does occur in this region some natural light of the 
general nature of “St. Elmo’s Fire.” This was exactly the con
clusion to which I had come independently, as stated in this note 
when originally read before this Society.

Grouping together all the evidence it seems plain,—first, that 
a physical light is frequently seen over the waters of Bay Chaleur 
and vicinity ; second, that it occurs at all seasons, or at least in 
winter as well as in summer ; third, that it usually precedes a 
storm ; fourth, that its usual form is roughly hemispherical with 
the flat side to the water, and that at times it simply glows with
out much change of form, but that at other times it rises into 
slender moving columns, giving rise to an appearance capable of 
interpretation as the flaming rigging of a ship, its vibrating and
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dancing movements increasing the illusion; fifth, its origin is 
probably electrical, and it is very likely a phase of the phenomenon 
known to sailors as St. Elmo’s Fire.

I have, of course made efforts to ascertain if any such phen
omenon is known elsewhere in the world. Professor R. De C. 
Ward, Assistant Professor of Climatology in Harvard Uni
versity, writes me that he knows of no record of a similar 
phenomenon, and no development of St. Elmo's Fire so gr:at 
that it could be mistaken for a burning ship. Professor A. H. 
Pierce, my companion in my visit to this region last summer, 
has, however, called my attention to references to an allied sub- 

j ject in the Journal of the Society for Psychical Research, XII. 
1905, 108, and again in the Proceedings of the same Society, XIX, 
190'S, 80, where an account is given of lights claimed to have been 

I seen around Tremadoc Bay in Wales ; but the conclusion is reached 
that in all probability they have only a subjective basis, though the 

\ statement is also made that lights of unexplained origin were 
reported as common on the Welsh Coast over two hundred years 

j ago. It is also of interest to note that Schmitt’s newly-published 
“ Monographie de l’Isle d' Anticosti (57) mentions manifestations 

of St. Elmo's Fire observed at that Island.
It is plain that in this phenomenon we have a subject which 

invites accurate investigation. It can best be studied by a 
scientifically-trained person, a physician or other student accus
tomed to scientific evidence, resident at Caraquet or Grande Anse.

93. The Origin of the Northumbrian System of Rivers

Read in abstract May 2, 190s.

The most striking physical feature of New Brunswick con
sists in its abundant great rivers. These are, however, so diverse 
in direction, and interlock so complexly as to make the elucidation 
of their origin seem well-nigh hopeless. But prolonged study :s 
showing that in reality they are derived from three primal sys
tems, a Fundian system which I have described in an earlier note 
(No. 75), a Northumbrian System, which is here considered,
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and a Laurentian System on which I hope soon to make some 
observations before this Society. I need hardly emphasize that 
the present paper is by no means final in its conclusions ; like its 
predecessor it is rather intended as an organization of the avail
able facts, and for the formulation of an hypothesis to serve as a 
guide for further study.

The system I call the Northumbrian, (because lying principal
ly in Northumberland County or else tributary to Northumber
land Straits), includes all the rivers emptying into the Gulf of 
St. Lawrence from Bay Chaleur (but excluding the Restigouche) 
to Baie Verte, together with certain branches of the lower St. 
John which belong morphologically with them.

Viewing the system as a whole, we find that its valleys pre
sent certain resemblances and certain differences, the latter being 
marked enough to make it natural to consider th.m in some four 
groups, each distinguished by peculiarities of topography. By 
far the largest part of the system falls within the limits of the 
great central-eastern Carboniferous Basin of the province, a low 
plateau country having a gentle easterly slope and formed of soft 
undisturbed Carboniferous sandstones. It is in this basin that 
the rivers all have that parallel southwest-to-northeast course 
which is so characteristic, while the deviations from this direction 
are determined by the crystalline highlands either on the north
west or the south of the basin. But we can best consider the 
valleys in groups.

The first group of Northumbrian valleys embraces those from 
Shediac to Baie Verte, and extending thence into Nova Scotia, 
(compare the accompanying map). This group, however, I 
wish to reserve for further study, and will merely note here that 
I believe the original valleys headed in a line of crystalline high
lands (an extension of the “Old Eastern Watershed”) now 
represented by the Cobequid Mountains and the highlands of 
Albert County (this range being now cut completely across by 
Chignecto Bay). They emptied northeasterly to the present North
umberland Straits and across them and Prince Edward Island to 
the sea, the many inlets of the Island representing the remnants
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of those did valleys. But the group of valleys has been so pro
foundly modified by the formation of the Bay of Fundy that much 
careful study will be needed to make its original relations clear.

The second group of valleys, however, is much plainer in its 
relations. It includes all those from the Pelitcodiac-Shediac 
\ alley to the Main Southwest Miramichi. They all have this in 
common, that they lie in parallel courses from southwest to 
northeast wholly within the limits of the Carboniferous basin 
while the present rivers mostly head in line with branches of the 
St. John from which they are s.parated only by low divides, across 
which the original valleys no doubt extended. These divides, 
( the "Present Watershed” of the map), lie in a line running 
northwest between the Petitcodiac and Shediac, clear to the 
Main Southwest Miramichi, which it reach, s just to the eastward 
of the remarkable right-angled bends of that river, after which 
it swings to the north across both branches of the Miramichi and 
then to the Northeast just east of the Nottliwest Miramichi 
( Minaqua) and Nepisiguit. This watershed, throughout its en
tire course is now crossed by but a single river, the Miramichi. 
The causes of this curious exception I have discussed in an 
earlier note (No. 54). In brief it seems due to the presence here 
of a great synclinal trough, parallel and homologous with the 
deep trough forming Bay Chaleur, the much shoaler trough in 
which lie Richibucto and Grand Lake, and the deep trough form
ing the Bay of Fundy. This watershed is obviously comparatively 
modern, and as it runs here parallel with the present coast, and 
hence with Northumberland Straits and with Prince Edward 
Island, I take it that the three latter all have the same origin, viz., 
low synclinal and anticlinal foldings parallel with the present sea- 
coast. However formed, this watershed is of profound im
portance in the development of the Northumbrian Rivers, since 
it not only beheaded all those of the group we are considering, 
sending most of their upper courses into the St. John, hut also be
headed those of the next group, both south and north of the Mira
michi, turning their upper courses northward or southward into 
the Miramichi itself. But if the present watershed be modern, we

*
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ask where was the ancient one, that which existed when the 
Northumbrian valleys were first formed ? This I believe ran 
about as described in my Note on the Fundian rivers, namely in 
a line of hills (the "Old Eastern Watershed”), of which rem
nants still exist, extending from near Cape Wolf on the Bay 
of Fundy, northwesterly across the head of Grand Lake, and be
tween the Nashwaak and Taxes to join the Central Highlands. 
Certainly all the facts known to me in connection with this sub
ject seem to accord with this explanation. The ancient North- 
untbian valleys, therefore, would have headed on this Old Eastern 
Watershed ; they extended northeastward including some 
branches of the St. John and all of our present North Shore 
rivers of this group ; while they no doubt in part cross'd North
umberland Strait and Prince Edward Island, the inlets of which 
match well with the continuations of our rivers. Between these 
valleys are the ancient ridges of erosion, parallel with the 
valleys, and manifesting themselves on the coast as the various 
projecting and more or less elevated headlands, some of which 
can be seen to match with the elevated and wider parts of Prince 
Edward Island.

We consider now the valleys of this group in order. Mv 
explanation of their courses is chiefly based on cartography, sup
plemented by information from other sources ; it is not worked 
out upon the ground.* But the homologies seem so clear, and all 
the facts known to me so consistently in agreement, that I have 
no question as to its correctness in general, though I may be 
wrong in many details. A careful study on the ground will un
doubtedly show the influence of glaciation in modifying details 
of the river courses, but the greater features of the rivers must 
depend upon other causes.

I. The Sltcdian I'alley. This is the least distinct of the series, but all 
consideiations of homology and cartographical evidence seem to indicate 
that the present upper part of the Pctitcodiae formerly continued its

*In fact this country is all of such low relief, has suffered erosion of its 
soft rocks for so long a time, and is mostly so denrely forested, that the 
tracing of ancient valleys by other than cartogiaphical evidence will offer 
great practical difficulties.
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urse across to Shediac Harbor, (its present lower course being the result 
capture by a Fundian river>, either by the root followed by the present 
ihway and railway to the southern part of the harbor, or else leaving 
; present valley below Salisbury and running across south of Indian 
mntain to the Shediac River. Its head is of course in the Anagance, 
lich rises on the old eastern watershed, and it may have relations with 
: Kennebecasis still to be worked out.* Its large southerly branches 
hich morphologically include the present head of Kennebecasis, or 
Imon River), flow from the Southern crystalline Highlands precisely as 
ny branches flow into the same basin from the similar Central High- 
ds.
2. The Cocagntan Valley. Headed in or near the present Bennetts 
earn and included the present North River and Crcagne, probably con
ning thiough Egmont Bay across Prince Edward Island.
3- The Buchtouchian Valley. Headed in the present Prices Brook, (or 
haps in Thornes Brook), which is strongly re-entrant to the present 
trse of the Canaan, follows the upper course of the Canaan, crosses, (by

general route of the old Indian portage), to the fiuctouchc, along that 
cr and probably across to Prince Edward Island, emptying through 
scumpec Harbor.
4- The Kicliibuelian Valley. Headed in the present Salmon Creek, 
ich is strongly re-entrant to Salmon River, and included all Salmon 
'er to the old Indian portage, across by its route, and by the Richibucto, 
I into the Gulf, north of Prince Edward Island.
A minor valley probably existed between this and the preceding, em- 
cing a part of Coal Creek and Lake Stream, the upper part of Salmon 
er, and emptying by some branch into the Richibucto. Possibly another 
ptied by the Chockpish.
5. The Koiicliibouguasian Valley. Headed in the present Gaspereau 
pin red later by a branch of Salmon River), followed along the course 
Meadow Brook, and the extensive line of open barrens (which exist

•Of course, in still earlier times, the river which preced 'd the 1’etitrodiac 
Anagance headed in the present Kennebecasis, as Dr. Matthew has 

ited out in this Bulletin, XII, 54. But that was when the Carbonifeiotts 
ks were being laid down in a preceding geological and geographical 
le. As I understand it, all of our p esent rivers originated in a much 
r cycle, after all the rock formations of the Ptovince hid been laid 
m and were elevated again above the sea. It was, I believe, on this 
1 elevation that the province possessed that three-plain or three-plateau 
icture which originated the three primal river systems, the Fundian, 
thumbrian and Laurentian, while subsequent geological movements 
erosions, supplemented by the glacial period, have altered the origin- 
comparatively simple systems into their present complications.
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here as I am informed by Mr. P. H. Welsh), into the Kouch houguacsis 
and thence to the sea.

6. The Kouchibouguian I’al'ey. Headed in the upper parts of Din- 
River, (possibly beyond in a part of the upper Nashwaak), crossing to Ea-t 
Branch Sabbies River, thence to the Kotichibouguac and so to the <ea. 
It is likely that another valley headed in Burn; Land Brook, and included 
Muzeroll's Brook, a part of Cains River and Salmon Brook, and then 
either entered the Kotichibouguac or else the Vtnian Valley.

We consider now the third group °f the Northumbrian Rives, 
those beginning with the Main Southwest Miramichi and extend
ing to, but not including, the Nipisiguit. 1 have been able to 
study personally several of these, with results recorded in 
previous notes of this series, in one of which (No. 54) I have 
given an outline (differing somewhat in d.tai's from that here 
presented) of the physiographic history of the Miramichi. There 
rivers all have these important features in common, that their 
upper courses are not, as in the preceding g.oup, in the line of 
their lower courses, but instead they head in the crystalline 
Central Highlands and flow approximately parallel (though with 
interrelationships still to be worked out) from northwest fo 
southeast , until, read ing lat.r an 1 softer rocks, they swing nv 
long curves through a right angle, flow for a space across the 
Carboniferous basin in the characteristic southwest to northeast 
direction, and then suddenly, although still in the same formation, 
swing at right angles, some to the north and some to the south, 
into a single trunk river, leaving their original lower courses to 
be occupied by much smaller rivers emptying northeastward into 
the sea. These smaller rivers all turn, near their mouths, towards 
Miramichi Bay, as a result no doubt of the fact that this Bay lies 
in a synclinal trough (already mentioned), down the slopes 
of which the rivers natura ly tend to turn. The heads of these 
rivers in the Highlands, though tiny have undergone some 
changes in detail, are, 1 believe, the original heads, and the old 
central watershed and the present one are identical, excepting 
that it is now crossed by the South Branch Nepisiguit and the 
Main Nepisiguit River, a condition earlier explained (Note 70). 
The great curves do not occur exactly at the contact of older with
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new.r strata, but approximately so. The presence of these curves 
would seem to indicate that the older rivers flowing radially out 
of the Central Highlands, livre met the ancient Carboniferous 
I’lain, which, having an even slope northeast, carried the rivers !n 
that direction, a feature which speaks for a somewhat ancient 
origin of the system. These curves are not in all cases in their 
original positions, as I have shown in some of the earlier notes 

. on these rivers, and as the cartography of others seems to imply.
The reasons lor the remarkable turning of all the lower courses of 

i 9 all these rivers into the single Miramichi are ftirly plain and 
I have already been indicated. It is due to the pre ence of a great 
I north and south depression beginning in Nepisiguit Bay (which 
I owes its existence to it), and running south along the present 

■ I course of the lower Nepisiguit, Portage River, the Northwest 
I Miramichi, the several right-angled bends of the Main Southwest
I Miramichi, including Cains River, and perhaps even showing in

' H some of the branches of Salmon River.* This great depression. i J which is parallel with the watershed just to the eastward of it, 
• 1 and with the sea-coast, is, no doubt, either a shallow syncline or a

II great fault line, formed in times comparatively recent. The fact 
9 that north of the main Miramichi it is occupied bv a single valley 
I twhich from its Indian name we may call the Minaqua), col-

, 4 lecting the streams from the west, while south of the Miramichi
. I it is not a single valley but rather the turning of the streams into 
1 I ' ne another, is probably due to the fact that the syncline, with its 
i 1 anticline on the east, is less marked td the south and more 

marked towards the north.
1 We consider now the valleys in detail. The upper part of the

first of them, the Main Southwest Miramichi, and its relations 
with the Nashwaak and Taxes, are puzzling, and I reserve con
sideration of them until I have been able to study them upon the 
ground. Aside from this, however, the courses of most of the 

t valleys are fairly plain.

*Or. continued through the Gaspereiu. G’and bake and the lower St. 
John, it form- one of the great lineament lines of Eastern Noith America,

’ discussed by W. H. Hobbs, in the report of the Eighth International Con
gress. ( Washington, 1905, 193).
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7. The Tinian Valley. Headed in the Taxes, following the Main 
Southwest to the mouth of Cains River, then hy Black Brook and a part 
of Bat nr.by River (the waters of the two latter streams coming much 
closer together than shown upon any printed map. fide MS. plans in the 
Crown Land Office), thence to Bay du Vin River, which apparently for
merly emptied through Lower Bay du Vin, as shown on the map.

8. The Malquantian Valley.—( from the Indian name, Matquanticook 
or Black River). Headed in Bartholomews River, (which does not now 
head in the Highlands, but which further study will probably show to 
have done so), along Bartholomews, a short reach of the Main Southwest, 
the Semiwagan and Black River, which emptied south of Vin Island 
hcross the present position of Fox Island.

9. The Napanian Valley. Headed in the Dungarvon. probably in King 
Brook (though perhaps in the Upper Tuadook, Note 86) and thence along 
Dungarvon to the Main Southwest as far as Barraby River, thence across 
to the Napan and Miramichi Bay.

10. The Miramichian Valley. Headed in the present upper Dungar
von and beyond in the upper waters of Tuadook and Rocky Brook (Note 
86), probably across to South Branch Renous, with Branches as shown on 
kite map, and by Renous, and across to the tidal part of the Little South
west as shown on the map, and thence along the present Miramichi and 
along the north shore of Miramichi Bay, thus forming the axirl river of 
the system. The complicated relations of the South Branch Renous and 
Dungai von are uncertain, and perhaps the headwaters of this valley belong 
with the present Dungarvon.

Such seems to me the most probable arrangement of these 
valleys from such data as I have at hand. It is however possible 
that the arrangement may have been different in detail. Thus 
? part of Cains River may have run into Bay du Vin River, the 
Taxes and Main Southwest into Black River, Bartholomews into 
Napan, Dungarvon forming the axial river. Or the Dungarvon 
may have flowed by Stewarts Mills!ream. I have no question 
whatsoever that a careful study on the ground, or the possession 
of accurate contour maps of the region, would enable us to 
settle these questions, at least to a high degree of probability.

11. The Tuadookian l 'alley.—From Tuadook, the Indian name of the 
Little Southwest Miramichi'. Headed in the Tuadook Lake region, and 
no doubt in the Walkemik Basin (Note 87), the connection of this basin 
with the present Little Southwest Miramichi (with a pregkeial course 
through Mains Lake and Brook, Note 54) being much later in origin t 
followed the North Branch Renous ( Note 85), to McKendtick Brook, by
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the valley of which it swung to Catamaran Brook and the Little South- 
West Miramichi. Its course beyond that it obscure, but the general 
parallelism, sustained by certain features of the smaller streams, would 
suggest a continuation of its course parallel with the present north shore 
of Miramichi Bay to French Cove and '.hence to the sea through Tabustin- 
tac Lagoon.

12. 7 lie 7 abustian Valley. Headed in the North Pole Branch (and 
probably in its Half Moon Lake branch, Note 99), followed the North 
Pole Branch across its big bend to near its mouth (Note 54) where its old 
course was in line with the Little Southwest below, thence along the 
Little Southwest, bending gently notth of its present post-glacial angle 
(Note 54), thence to opposite Little Sevogle and across to that stream, 
along it and across country to Green Brook, thence to Styniests Mill- 
stream and thence to Portage River and into the sea by the present course 
of the Tracadie (Note 94).

13. The Tracadian Va'ley. Headed in the South Branch Sevogle and 
perhaps beyond in the West Branch of the Main South Branch of 
Nepisiguit (as will be shown in a later note), and with another branch 
heading in the Lower North Branch (and perhaps beyond in the upper
most course of the present North Pole Bianchj Note 99), and following 
Mullins Stream, across country south of the Square Forks to the 
Eskcdelloc and a part of Tabusintac, across the Tracadie near Head of 
Tide (Note 94), and by Little Tracadie to the sea near Green Point, (or 
possibly through South River, Pokemouche).

14. The Pokemouchian Valley. Headed in the Main Northwest Mira
michi, receiving branches as shown on the map; and by the Main North
west, the East Branch Portage River, across to a basin near Meadow 
Brook on the Tracadie (Note 94) and along the Main Pokemouche to St. 
Simons Inlet and Shippegan Harbor to Bay Chaleur.

15. The Caraquetian Va'ley. Headed in the Tomogonops (and pos
sibly even in a part of the Nepisiguit near Indian Falls), swings to the 
south branch Portage River, thence to the source of the Tracadie and 
across to the Caraquet (Note 94) and thence to the sea.

Such seem to me the most probable courses of these ancient 
valleys, though here again, while believing in the correctness of 
my explanation in general, I think it likely that considerable error 
may exist in details. Such an arrangement of ancient valleys 
would not only bring this whole series of rivers into homology 
with those in an identical geological formation south of the Mira
michi. but at the same time explains the reason for the re-entrant 
directions of the rivers flowing into the Minaqua River, a feature
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otherwise very difficult to explain, and also the reason for the 
peculiar northeast direction of parts of the liartibog, Tabusintac, 
Portage River and Little Tracadie, and for the curious course of 
the Caraquet parallel with the coast of liay Chaleur. The correct 
linking of the valleys east and west of the New Eastern water
shed is rendered very difficult by the changes which have been 
brought about by the considerable height of that watershed (at 
least 535 feet by railway levels), and also by subs quent changes, 
in part glacial, in the courses of the Pokemottche, Tracadie (Note 
94 ) and Tabusintac valleys. The lower courses of these streams, 
no doubt following the slope of the syncline trough forming 
Miramichi Day, have been swung directly eastward across the 
low ridges separating the ancient valleys (compare Note 94). 
All of the intervening ridges can be traced near the sa;—thus the 
'luadookian-Tabusintian ridge shows in the elevation east of 
Portage River ; the Tabusintian-Tracadian in the elevated ridge 
on which Tracadie Village av.d its church now stand ; the 
Tracadian-Pokevnouchian, the highest and most important of all 
extends out to form Shippcgan and Miscou in one direction, and 
southwesterly to cross the Minaquan valley near Chaplins Island, 
causing there the wide separation of the mouths of the North
west Miramichi and the Sevog'.e; the Pokemouchian-Caraquetian 
comes to the sea in the cliffs of Caraqu t ; and the Caraquetian- 
Nepisiguiiian (the latter mentioned b low) in the cliffs at (iratide 
Anse.

We consider finally the fourth group of these Northumbrian 
Rivers, including the small rivers north of the Nepisiguit to Bay 
Chaleur. Though short, they all show the right-angled bends on 
their issuance front the crystalline highlands, followed by a 
northeasterly course showing a certain homology with the valleys 
to the south of them. Then in their lower courses they ace 
swung northward into llay Chaleur, by the same causes which 
turned the rivers to the southward into the Minaqua valley, 
namely the elevation of the New Eastern Watershed immediately 
on the east. The recognizable valleys are the following;—

16 The Ncl>isiguilian Talley. Headed probably in or near 44-mile 
Brook, and followed the general course of the present Nepisiguit to below
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Grand Falls. Thence, 1 think, it flowed, parallel with the valleys south 
of it, across to the Pokeshaw, which now runs in a remarkably trough- 
valley parallel to the coast.

17. The Pabinean I alley Headed in the upper part of 40-mi'e Brook, 
Continuing across to Nine-mile Brook, bending in the latter to enter the 
I’abineau, which perhaps at first crossed to near Salmon Beach, hut early 
formed the lower course of the present Nepisiguit.

Northward of this valley traces of the same arrangement, in
cluding the bends (now less marked because these rivers radiate 
from the highlands rather to the east than the southeast), may 
b. seen in Little River, Middle River, the Tetagouche and others 
nearly to Belledtine. Their lower courses no doubt flowed north
easterly over a plain of Carboniferous rocks now replaced by Bay 
Chaleur. North of the source of the Tetagouche, however, the 
crystalline Highlands come to an end, though an extension of 
them in Silurian rocks forms that notable swelling into Bay 
Chaleur centering in Belledune. North of Bellcdune the rivers 
all belong to the Laurentian system, later to be considered.

94. The Physiographic Characteristics ok tiie Tracadie

River.

Read December 5, 1905.

In the northeastern section of New Brunswick are several 
considerable rivers, the Tabusintac, Tracadie, Pokemouche and 
Caraquet, about which hardly a word is to be found in all our 
scientific literature. Yet these streams arc of great interest, not 
only for what they actually arc, hut also for their bearing upon 
the most important and alluring problem in all the physiography 
of this province, the mode of evolution of its three great primal 
river systems. It was therefore writh the keenest delight I was 
able to study the principal one of the series, the Big Tracadie. 
during a canoe trip* from near its head to its mouth in August

*1 was accompanied by my fiiend. Professor A. H. Pierce. We were 
portaged from Bathurst via the Bass River and portage mads to the mouth 
of the South Branch. I discovered too late for a change of plan that we 
might have descended the river with no great difficulty from near its 
source, where it ctosses die portage road.
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pancy of Tracadie by the Indians in early times. It is first 
mentioned, not as a river but as a place or port, by Champlain in 
1604 ; and thereafter it appears upon substantially all maps down 
to the present day. No attempt however was made on the early 
maps to represent the river, except by an occasional crude and 
conventional sketch, until after it was surveyed in 1838 by David 
Sadler, whose large-scale plan in the Crown Land Office, show-
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last. Such results as I found of interest are recorded below, and 
are further illustrated on the accompanying map.

1 he development of our knowledge of the river may be briefly 
traced. Its name, which perhaps was extended to the river from 
the region of its mouth by the whites, is Micmac Indian, meaning, 
probably, “camping-ground,” descriptive of the extensive occu-

„ scale 
8 miles = linch
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iiig the river from Portage River nearly to the head of the South 
Branch (viz. the upper South Branch), is the original of all 
later published maps down to the present day. The part above the 
South Branch has never been surveyed, but is simply sketched 
from intersections of timber-lines ; it is represented very badly 
upon all printed maps, but more accurately upon the timber-plans 
h; the Crown Land Office, from which the accompanying map 
is taken. The lower course of the river, front three or four miles 
above Portage River, was only sketched by Sadler, and his im
perfect draft is followed on all printed maps. That part is given 
more correctly from land surveys on plans in the Crown Land 
office, followed on the accompanying map. The Big Tracadie 
was not settled until after Boo, though the Tracadie Settlement, 
at the mouth of the Little Tracadie*! is much older. The settlers 
are almost entirely Acadian French, who have extended slowly up 
the tideway until now their uppermost pioneer settlements reach 
tc within two miles, of the head of tide. All of the remainder of 
the river is still a wilderness. It has always been noted as a 
valuable lumber river, and some lumber of the very finest quality 
is still being taken from its headwaters, though locally it is said 
tv be almost exhausted.

Another notable Tracadie feature, less striking now than 
formerly, is its wonderful trout-fishery, especially for sea-trout 
in its lower course. For this reason it has been much visited by 
sportsmen, and mention of it occurs in several angling books and 
especially in the Reports and other writings of M. H. Perley. 
Scientifically however the river scents not at all studied. 1 can 
find no mention of it in any scientific writings accessible to me, 
even the geological reports containing not a single reference to 
the river.

The Big Tracadie River rises in a tiny spring rivulet close to 
the Bathurst Road, as I am told by Mr. Frank O'Connor of Bass 
Liver, who knows the Tracadie thoroughly, and to whom I am 
indebted for much important information about it. It flows 
northeasterly, rapidly enlarging, until at the crossing of the

*The history of tile founding of Tracadie. with a large scale map of 
the mouth of the Big Tracadie, are given in a forthcoming paper by the 
present writer in Trans. Royal Society of Canada.
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portage road (see the map), i; is a madowy Stillwater stream, 
navigable even at low water for a canoe, winding at the bottom 
of a wide trough-like mature-looking vail y of moderate depth 
(perhaps 40 to 50 feet below the general level of the country). 
Mr. O'Connor tells me it preserves this character for several 
miles to the northeastward, indeed, to and around its easterly bend. 
Now this valley, as will presently be shown, is very much older 
in appearance than any part of the i'racadie below it; and 
furthermore it was obviously formed by a very much larger 
stream than that which now occupies it. It must be a fact, there
fore, that it docs not represent the original head of the Tracadie, 
but is part of an older northeast-southwest valley. Our best maps 
(the timber-line plans of the Crown Land < tffice, followed by the 
accompanying map), show that this valley lies exactly in line 
with the present Caraquet valley, and 1 have no doubt they are 
parts of the ancient Caraquctian Valley described in the preceding 
note, (No. 93), where also the position of its probable head in 
Tomogonops-Portage River is discussed.

The great bend of the Tracadie to the eastward I have un
fortunately not seen. At the uppermost point I reached in ascend
ing the stream on foot from the South Branch, viz., just east of 
this bend, the stream is of a meadowy, smoothwater, winding, 
sand-bottomed type, a character which it holds, as Mr. O’Connor 
tells me, all the way from the portage road. But the valley lvre 
is much narrower, steeper-walled and newer in appearance than 
is the part above, and also deeper, perhaps 70-80 feet below the 
general level. Descending, the country becomes somewhat lower, 
and the river becomes gradually swifter and shoal .t, rippling in 
a clear stream over gravel and small stones, sometime> carving 
into high banks of glacial drift or of the greatly-jointed soft 
gray sandstone which constitutes the bed rock of the entire valley 
of the Tracadie. It continues thus down to the North Branch. 
This part of the river has more drop than any other part of the 
main Tracadie, and under present conditions would form difficult 
canoeing at low water. But th* present character of this, as of 
many other New Brunswick streams, is no index to its original 
character, Mr. O’Conner has told me from his personal
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knowledge of this river, and 1 have been told by other lumber
men of other New Brunswick streams, that the great quantities 
of logs now driven at a time down a stream, especially when sup
plemented by the great rushes of water when the splash, or driv
ing, dams (of which there are several on the Tracadie) are 
opened, cause an extensive tearing away of the soft banks, mak
ing the river-beds much broader and much shoal. r than they were 
originally. This subject should be kept in mind in studying the 
ancient routes of Indian travel, and will explain why several New 
Brunswick routes were much used by the Indians where now a 
canoe could be taken only with very great difficulty, or even not 
at all.*

The North Branch, so far as I have seen it, some two or three 
miles up. is also in large part a meadowy, sand-bottomed, 
smooth-water stream, up which even now in low water a canoe 
could be worked with little difficulty. The valley, which is some 
40 to 50 feet below the general level of the country, though small, 
is moderately open and mature ; and, since it continues exactly the 
direction of the main Tracadie below it, 1 have no doubt it is 
morphologically til.' head of the Tracadie, while the present main 
stream, from the mouth of the North Branch northwesterly to 
the great bend, represents a branch which has worked back across 
th1 ancient watershed and captured the head of the Caraquetisn 
Valley.

Below the North Branch the combined streams form a shallow, 
rippling, cold and dear-water river, winding somewhat in an 
open and seemingly rather mature valley, washing at times 
against high glacial banks or low cliffs of sandstone, the jointed 
pieces of which arc washed out to form sma'l angular boulders 
in the stream. These small sandstone boulders are practicably 
the only ones found throughout the length of the Tracadie, the 
granite or other crystalline boulders of the rivers of the interior 
being here quite wanting. Such is the Tracadie down to the 
South Branch.

’Possible Indian routes from the Tracadie to Bay Chaleur are discussed 
in the paper cited in the preceding f00:note.

1
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The South Branch 1 have seen only for a mile or two above its 
mouth. Mr. O’Connor tells me it rises in three tiny clear lakes, 
whence it flows eastward with considerable drop, falling at times 
over rocky ledges or swiftly over stones and gravel, with little 
Stillwater upon it. As far as I have seen it, is a swift shallow 
stream, in a somewhat narrow valley. Evidently this is a new, if 
not possibly post-glacial, branch of the Tracadie, draining the 
eastern slope of the elevated ridge, some too to 150 feet above the 
streams, crossed by the portage road. This ridge, 1 believe ex
tends southwest to form the watershed between Nepisiguit waters 
and Tracadie-Tabusintac waters, and northeastward to separate 
Caraquet from Pokemouche waters, reaching the sea in the ele
vated land and cliffs at Caraquet. It is in fact the separating 
ridge between the ancient Caraquetian and Pokemouchian valleys 
of the primal Northumbrian system (Note 93).

Below the South Branch the river is of course enlarged, and, 
except for occasional bars, becomes readily canocable even at low 
water, despite its shoaling through lumbering. It winds in a 
somewhat open valley, with a rippling flow and occasional little 
rapids over gravel, sand, and small stones with occasional glacial 
or sandstone banks, while gradually pools appear, sand-bottomed 
and temptingly trout-haunted in the clear white-water depths. 
The banks, as everywhere above, are densely wooded, and the 
entire river very attractive. Descending, the stream becom s 
gradually quieter, sand-bottomed pools are more frequent, 
smoothwater prevails, the banks are of a’der and mea low, the 
valley opens out more and more, until a mile or more above 
Meadow Brook the river is winding in a pleasant open intervale 
basin, which has been partially cleared for camping purposes on 
the line of the Bathurst-St. Isidore portage road, which crosses 
here. Descending farther, the river begins to grow swifter again, 
gradually coming to ripple over a gravelly and stony bed ; the 
valley walls rise rapidly and close in to the river bed, until at 
Pokemouche Landing, two miles below Meadow Brook, the 
stream enters a deep gap cut sharply into an elevated plateau, 
entirely different from anything above.
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What now is the origin of the Tracadie down to this point? 
Since the entire river runs through rocks of uniform hardness 
(the soft gray Carboniferous sandstones), it is plain that the 
parts of the river above and below this meadowy basin, being so 
different in their character, must have had very different origins. 
Turning now to the maps we notice that the Pokemouche waters 
here approach very near to the Tracadie, especially at the bend of 
Tracadie a mile above Meadow Brook; further we note that the 
Meadow Brook basin lies directly in line with the main valley of 
the Pokemouche; and further that the Tracadie above the basin 
is parallel with the northerly branches of the Pokemouche, while 
(to a slight extent at least) the Tracadie below the basin is 
parallel with southerly branches of the Pokemouche. All facts 
taken together seem to make it probable that the Pokemouche 
formerly flowed across this basin, and the Upper Tracadie was 
one of its branches, while possibly the Tracadie for a short dis
tance (a mile or two) below the basin was another. This idea 
falls in perfectly with the theory advanc c preceding note
that the Pokemouche occupies the eastern end of another of the 
great primitive Northumbrian valleys,—the Pokcmouchian 
Valley, which, extending across this basin, headed in Portage 
River and the Northwest Miramichi. As to the cause of the 
turning of the upper Tracadie from the Pokemouche southward 
into its present course, it is very likely, as will be shown below, 
that this is in some way a result of the glacial period ; and 1 ven
ture the prediction that the watershed between the Tracadie basin 
and the Pokemouche waters to the eastward will be found to be 
formed by a line of glacial drift thrown across the ancient 
Pokcmouchian valley.

Below Meadow Brook, as already noted, the character of the 
valley changes greatly, the valley walls rising rapidly, until at 
Pokemouche Landing, two miles below Meadow Brook, the river 
enters a remarkable gap in a flat plateau. Descending, the valley 
zigzags abruptly, and its walls rise higher and higher, so steeply 
withal as to become in places almost of a gorge-like character, 
with occasional nearly vertical sandstone cliffs. These features 
become more and more pronounced until, about half way between

00
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1‘okemouche Landing and Lord and Foy Brook, the river is run
ning at tlie bottom of a deep Y-shaped valley cut sharply into the 
surface of a very flat plateau. Nowhere in New Brunswick 
have 1 seen a valley so sharply cut into so level a country, features 
which can be plainly seen since the entire region is burnt to a 
barren. Below, the country falls off somewhat and the valley 
opens a little down to Lord and Foy Bro >k. which, itself in a 
similar deep valley, enters the main stream in a very pleasant in
tervale basin. Below this stream the character of 'V river re- 
nains much the same, the plateau becoming slightly lower but 

the valley remaining narrow down to the Little South Branch, 
where the entire river swings abruptly to the eastward. Such a 
character for the valley suggests a rough river b d, which, how
ever does not occur. The flow is somewhat swifter than above, 
and a few small rocky rapids occur ; but for the most part the 
river runs rippling over gravel or stones, or smoothly through 
swiftwatcr pools, a remarkably easy and very charming stream 
for the canoeman. This part of the river certainly has an at
tractiveness of its own, especially in the contrast of the pleasing 
stream and its dense margin of woods with the wildness of the 
great bare, steep, abruptly-winding rocky valley walls, sharp!} 
lined above by their angle with the plateau. But while the vallex 
is narrow, the bed of the river, which is always over drift, never 
quite tills it, and narrow strips of alluvium occur on one side or 
the other, with considerable intervale points at the bends.

We consider now the origin of this pari of the river. Evident 
lv it has cut directly across a plateau-ridge which is highest half 
way hetwien Pokemov.che Landing and Lord and Foy ; and thi- 
ridge, 1 take it, extends southwestward with the sources of tin 
Tahusiutac upon its southern slope, and northeastward between 
the I’okemouche and Little Tracadie, reaching the sea at the up 
land Green Point, and extending beyond to form the islands oi 
Shippegan and Miscou. It is thus one of the ancient ridges sep 
arating the Pokemouchian ami the Tracadian Valleys of the 
original Northumbrian system of rivers (Note 93). But what 
sent the Tracadie across this ridge ? It was, 1 think, changes
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connected with the glacial period. Although the valley is 
obviously not post-glacial, nevertheless its sharpness of angle and 
evident newness seems to admit, in view of the softness of its 
rocks, of no greater age than the glacial epoch. The entire valley 
has the characters and the appearance of those parts of the Nepisi- 
guit, and of the Northwest Miramichi, whicn 1 hive described 
in earlier notes as “inter-glacial," ( or perhaps one should say, 
"sub-glacial") valleys. I have no doubt these streams are all of 
the same origin, and all connected with glacial phenomena, and 
the determination of the exact origin of one will give the ex
planation of them all. It is very likely that the damming of the 
old outlet through the Poketnouche, whether this was by glacial 
ice or solid drift, sent the waters ov.'r the lowest point of the 
plateau to the southward, which point would naturally lie where 
streams on its northern and southern slopes approached one 
another at their heads. Thus it is very possible that the com
paratively straight reach of the Tracadie below Pokemouche 
Landing was originally the head of Red Pine lirook, for not only 
are they in a direct line, but, as Mr. O’Connor tells me, the source 
of Red Pine Brook is here within a mile of the Pokemouche. On 
the other hand the part of the Tracadie south of the highest part 
of the plateau, at least the part for a mile or two above Lord and 
Foy, was very probably in pre-glacial times simply a branch of 
the present lower Tracadie below Little South Branch, as was 
Lord and Foy itself. But more detailed study is needed to de
termine these interesting details.

The Little South Branch also runs in a narrow valley, cut 
deeply into the plateau. Its direction continues that of the river 
below it, of which probably it is the morphological head. Below 
it the Tracadie valley down to the tide is very much wider than 
anywhere above, wide enough so that the river winds sinuously 
back and forth from wall to wall around great intervale points, 
the windings shown on the map being of this minor character 
and not major windings of the valley itself. But the valley wa'ls 
are fairly steep (aside from the places where the stream is 
obviously cutting into them and forming cliffs), and the plateau
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holds its height of from 70 to 80 feet for some distance to the 
eastward, and then falls off markedly towards the tide head where 
it is not over 30 to 40 feet above the water. The bed of the rivei 
is yet smoother than above, consisting chiefly of long smooth- 
water pools and smooth-running reaches over sand and gravel, 
separated by rippling gravel bars and occasional little rocky 
rapids. Finally, growing yet smoother and quieter, it merges 
imperceptibly with the tide, the transition being marked only by 
stranded and water-logged river drift, llelow, along the tideway, 
the valley preserves in general much the same character, though 
broadening somewhat, but the walls gradually become higher, the 
plateau rising again to some 70 or 80 feet above the water. Then 
it sinks again, until, some three miles above Portage River, it has 
dropp. d to 40 feet or less, after which it seems to fall away still 
more abruptly, to dip rapidly under the waters of the Gulf of 
St. Lawrence. Through all of its tidal part the river winds 
considerably, with banks at times of glacial drift, again of sand
stone cliffs, but oft.nest gently sloping and thus affording sites 
for the thrifty farms which are extending gradually up the 
tideway. Often, when the banks are high, it has much of a fiord- 
eharactcr, and everywhere it presents much quiet beauty of 
scenery. Near the mouth of this easterly part there comes in 
Portage River, in a ripe-looking tidal valley nearly as large at 
that of the Big Tracadie. The Tracadie then bends northward 
through “The Lake’’ and finds its way to the sea through a com
plex of lake, cove, point, lagoon, marsh, isl nd an 1 sand beach, 
all thoroughly characteristic of a sinking coast in a sandy region.

We consider now the origin of this part of the river. It 
is just possible that it is of the same age and mode of formation 
as the part above to Meadow Brook ; but its much greater size, 
appearence of greater maturity and marked difference of di
rection, all indicate that it is considerable older, and I think it >s 
a long pre-glacial, though still comparatively modern river. It 
cannot however occupy an original valley of the Northumbrian 
scries (Note 93) partly because it is too new in character an 1 
partly because its direction is nearly due east instead of north
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east. Furthermore I believe a Northumbrian valley can be 
traced directly across it, for the Eskedclloc and upper Tabusintac, 
the depression in the plateau about the head of tide on Tracadie, 
and the course of the Little Tracadie all lie in a line, and that in 
the direction proper for the old Northumbrian series (Tracadian 
\ alley of the preceding note). In its easterly, instead of north
easterly direction, it is not unique, since the Pokemouche, to some 
extent the Little Tracadie, and the Tabusintac, also show this 
easterly, or even southeasterly, direction for their lower courses, 
though the Northumbrian valleys can be traced in the northeast
erly-direction. These easterly courses I presume are connected 
with the formation of the great trough originating Miramichi 
Bay, a syncline parallel with Bay Chaleur and Bay of Fundy. It 
i« on the slope of this syncline, I take it, these rivers have been 
formed, thus acquiring their present directions which represent 
a compromise, as it were, between the original northeasterly slope 
of the country and the southeasterly slope of the syncline walls. 
In pre-glacial times, no doubt, the Tracadie emptied directly east
ward just north of Point a Barreau, but since the Cilacial Period 
has emptied through one of the old Northumbrian valleys, a 
continuation of that of Portage River, the Tabusintian Valley of 
the Northumbrian system.

95. On tiie Height and Other Characters of Wilkinson 
Mountain.

Read December 5, 1905.
Near the source of the Walkemik, or Upper North Branch, of 

the Little Southwest Miramichi rises Wilkinson Mountain, one 
of the highest and most important mountains of New Brunswick. 
In my description of this region in Note No. 87, I gave some ac
count of it, and mapped its approximate position,* but I had not 
then been on its summit. In July last I was able to ascend it, 
measure its elevation, and make some other observations which 
follow.

♦As thus mapped i« is somewhat too far from Hough Lake; comparc 
the map accompanying Note No. 99 following.
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An aneroid measurement made with all the precautions 
described in earlier notes, and checked for weather from the 
Fredericton and Chatham stations, made it 2572 and 2524 feet 
respectively above mean sea level. Its height measured from our 
camp, the elevation of which was determined by two measure
ments checked from the two stations, was 2438 and 2424. The 
mean of these four is 2489 feet. This agrees well with a direct 
aneroid measurement (910 fe.t) of its height above Dunn Lake, 
of which the elevation (1572 feet) was determined last year, 
and with the fact that it is somewhat higher than the neighboring 
Thunder Mountain which I made 2468 feet in 1900. My figures 
are certainly conservative and under rather than over the true 
amount, so that I have no question this mountain will be found

Sketches of Wilkinson Mountain from a distance. A. From near the 
southeast angle of Holmes Lake; Thunder Moun ain (the double topmoun- 
tain) is visible on the left. B. From a bare hill above the big bend on the 
North Pole Branch. C. From Little Nr.laisk Mountain on the Setpentine

to reach fully 2500 feet. Like Carleton and others of our higher 
mountains, it suffers in apparent height from the fact that 't 
rises from an elevated plateau, itself 2000 feet and more in 
height. Thus 1 made the plateau some three miles northwest of 
it over 2200 feet (Note 98 following). It stands at one end, and 
Carleton-Sagamook at the other, of the most elevated watershed 
in New Brunswick, the very roof of the province, that separating 
the Serpentine from the Nepisiguit and Miramichi waters.
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So gradually docs the mountain rise above its surroundings 
that its summit cannot be seen from anywhere in the near vicinity, 
but its form and relations to neighboring hills can be determined 
only from a distance, or from its own summit. As to the latter, it 
affords unfortunately no good view, because it is densely wooded ; 
but from a precarious perch on a tall tree I was able to see that it 
forms the culmination of a marked ridge much higher than any 
other land in the vicinity, and of which Thunder Mountain is 
the southwestern end. As to its appearance from a distance, it 
is in no respect striking or distinctive, aside from its obvious 
elevation above all other land in the vicinity. I find happily tint 
I have preserved in my notes sketches of its form as seen from 
three distant points from which it shows clearly, and these 
sketches are reproduced in the accompanying cut. The mountain 
appears to be formed entirely of granite, for all its boulders are 
of that material, and granite ledges occur upon its flanks, as 
recorded in Notes 87 and 97.

96. Observations upon tiie Weather of the Central 
Highlands.

Read December 5, 1905.
During several journeys into the central highlands of the 

province, I have taken some note of weather conditions, especial
ly as to temperature. In working out the details of various 
aneroid measurements I have noticed that the temperatures taken 
with the readings average, as would be expected, markedly lower 
than those at the central stations at Fredericton and Chatham. I 
attempted in 1904 to make somewhat exact measurements of 
minimum night temperatures, but owing partly to a defective in
strument and partly to an erroneous method, my somewhat 
elaborate results proved worthless. But in July, 1905, I attempted 
to make these measurements with proper methods (hanging the 
thermometer always over five feet from the ground in an open 
space), and with a carefully standardized instrument (a Hicks 
form re-scaled in comparison with a standard thermometer). Un
fortunately my trip this time was very short, but the temperatures,
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as far as they go, in comparison with those of Fredericton ( 164 
feet above sea level) and Chatham (21 feet) here follow. The 
localities average about ten miles nor.h of Chatham and eighty 
miles north of Fredericton.

Date. | Place. File va- 'Min. Min. Min.
Chat.

July 11-12 j 100 feet over Hough Lake........................ 1650 46 52.2 54

12-13............................... . “ .................... 1650 63 61.4 50.5

13-14 Skunk Lake......... ........................................ 1648 66 66.4 64.5

14-15 Above Forks, North Pole Branch......... 1200 59 60.9 65.5

15-16, Below Forks, North Pole Branch......... 1175 34 49.4 62.

16-17 Big Bend, North Polo Branch................. 1127 39 519 50.

17-18 Three miles up North Pole Branch. .. 1025 57 53.2 48.

18-10 g Below Forks, Lower North Branch — 1070 40 62.1 585

19-20 Plateau slope near Kagoot Mt............. 2000 53 59.9 57.

20-21 , Valley between Kagoot and Caribou 1700 28 48.9 60

21-22 Source South Branch Sevogle............... 1552 38 50.9 50.

22-23 Forks Clearwater-Sevogle........................ 717 38 46.0 47.

Average
1

1376 46.7 55.2 55.5

This table shows that while at times the minimum temperature 
i: higher in the Central Highlands than at Fredericton or Chat
ham, it averages some nine degrees lower, and at times runs very 
much lower. The most conspicuous case of this is in the tem
perature 28° on the night of July 20-21. That this is no error 
of record or instrument is shown by the fact that in the morning 
we found outside our tent a cake of ice in the bottom of a cup, 
which was itself frozen to the moss on which it rested. I have 
noted another striking example of summer frosts in this region. 
On the sources of the Northwest Miramichi on August 27-28, 
28-29, 29-30, I9°3- the frosts were so h avy as to whiten all the 
vegetation around and freeze the water in our pails. Mr. M. I. 
Furbish has also sent me a note to the effect that once on August 
13th at the Waagan water froze in a pail beside his camp to such 
a thickness tliat the pail could be lifted by the dipper frozen in it ; 
and it is said there is frost there every month of the year, a
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matter of some interest in connection with the agricultural future 
of that region. Again Mr. Edward Jack records snow on Sep
tember 30 on the headwaters of the Little Southwest Miramicbi 
(Acadiensis, V. 137)..

Another weather phase of some interest, on which, however, 
I have only impressions and no figures, is the frequency of 
showers in the Highlands. During several trips I have exper
ienced heavy showers, often to an annoying extent, and they 
seemed to me much more frequent than I had ever observed else
where in the Province. I think it very probable that the Central 
region is elevated enough to produce rain from clouds which 
would pass over the lower parts of the Province without precipi
tation. If this is true, it would not be the forested condition of 
the country alone which keeps up the summer level of the streams 
in the Central Highlands, but the larger water-supply as well.

97. On the Physical Geography of Miscou.
Read in abstract, Dec. 5, 1905.

The northeasterly part of New Brunswick extends a long 
angle out into the sea, and, undulating down beneath its surface, 
ends in a line of peninsulas and islands of which the ultimate is 
Miscou. An island curiously formed and forever in change, 
haunt of wild life and center of quiet scenic charm, storied of old, 
remote from progress, primitive in population, it appeals to our 
interest in many a different way. But we are concerned now 
with the method of its origin and the curious facts of its physical 
geography.

We note first the development of our knowledge of its scien
tific phenomena, and begin with its geography. Having been 
the center of a valuable fishery from the earliest advent of 
Europeans, possessing a very good harbor, and being readily 
accessible from the sea. it was early mapped by French mission
aries and geographers, notably by Denys, 1672, Jumeau, 1685, 
Franquelin-deMeulles, 1686, an unknown surveyor of 1755, and 
others, followed more or less accurately by the general maps of
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the time. But these maps were merely sketches, often extremely 
crude, and it was not until the surveys of DesBarres for his 
famous “Atlantic Neptune" about 1770, that an approximately 
correct outline appears. The first survey for cadastral purposes 
was made for the Crown Land Office in 1820 by Deputy Sur
veyor West, whose large-scale map, corrected and extended by 
many land-surveys since made, is the basis for all of our present 
maps, excepting only the Admiralty charts. A new Admiralty sur
vey was made in 1838 on which are based all the modern charts. 
But no published map down to the present, aside from the very 
small-scale and generalized surface geology map, and no plan nr 
map in the Crown Land Office, has attempted to show the curious 
physical features of the island.

Such a map, however, has been made by Dr. J. Orne Green of 
Boston, who has visited the Island for many years past for sport 
and health and who has made some study of its geography and 
natural history. This map, by his kind permission, I have used 
along with other data,* in compiling the map accompanying tins 
paper.

Of scientific study the island has had very little. Some gen
eral references to its characteristics occur in local books, but the

* In compiling the accompanying map, I have used the plans in the 
Crown Land Office, the Admiralty charts, (especially the large-scale chart 
showing Miscou Harbor and surroundings), Dr. Green's map. sketches 
of my own, (notably in the outlines of the upland), and traverse surveys 
made by myself of the outline of Grande Plaine, and of Lake Chenirc 
and Big Lake. During my three-weeks visit to the Island in Avgust- 
Septentlrer, 1905, 1 was able to examine every part of the shore except the 
part between Birch Point and the Mal Baie North Gully, and all of the 
important parts of the interior of the Island except the eastern edge of 
the principal upland tract—that front Lake Chenue "south to Miscou 
Harbor, which part may be somewhat inaccurate. The geography of the 
remainder of the island is of course only approximately correct, and 
owing to the failure of the accessible data to accord with one another I 
have had to compromise and “fudge' somewhat. This is notably the 
case in the vicinity of Cowans Lake and its relations with the Queue of 
Big Lake. Further I suspect the Crown Land plans I follow for Mal Baie 
South rre in error, and it should be made considerably larger. In order 
not to interfere with the clearness of the map for physiographic purposes 
1 have omitted most of the names of the less important lakes and other 
places, as well as all data and names connected with settlement. These 
are. however, given in full on another map of the same sca'e accompanying 
my "Founding of Miscou"’ mentioned on the next page.
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first stud . lit to visit it was Moses H. Perky who was there in 
184g. He gives some account of its physical characteristics, to
gether with much information about its fisheries and its history, 
in his well-known Report on the Fisheries of New lhunswick 
of 1850. Among his other observations he describes the finding 
of great quantities of walrus bones at Grande Plaine, and this is 
the original of the frequently (and sometimes incorrectly)
( I noted accounts of those interesting objects, which are more fully 
described in a later Note, (No. 98), of this scries. No other 
student visited Miscou until 1886 when Dr. Robert Chalmers, 
accompanied by Dr. G. U. Hay sp.nt some two weeks upon the 
island examining its surface geology and botany, with results 
mentioned in brief in Dr. Chalmers' Report on the Surface 
Geology of Northeastern Ntw Brunswick of 1888 and shown >n 
his surface geology map accompanying the report. Aside from 
these I can discover no further mention of the island in all our 
scientific literature. Dr. J. Orne Green during his many long 
visits to the island has made observations upon its natural history, 
especially its bird life, but unfortunately the results have not been 
published.* Finally, I spent three days on the island in 1904, and 
three weeks in 1905, making the observations which follow.

Miscou is a famous center for a special kind of sport, the 
shooting of wildfowl, which resort in immense numbers to its 
lagoons and lakes; and many sportsm.-n have visited it for that 
purpose. But I have not noted any references to it in any of the 
sporting literature 1 am acquainted with.

Historically the island is of unusual interest, and much 
thereon has been published, all of which 1 have tried to summar
ize, with the addition of some new material, in an essay on “The 
Founding of Miscou" to appear with an historical map as part of 
a Monograph to be published soon in the Transactions of the 
Royal Society of Canada. The island has a population of some 
500 to 600 English and French, mostly following the rich fishery

*As this paper is in press. I learn that Dr. Green has presented a paper 
before this Society upon the game birds of Miscou ; and doubtless it will 
apjiear later in this, or in the next following, Bulletin.
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of which the island is a center, and farming a little incidentally. 
They are a simple, healthy, and hospitable people..

Miscou owes its existence to the fact that this part of New 
Brunswick consists of a series of ancient, low northeast-southwest 
ridges and valleys, most elevated to the southwest and dipping 
under the sea to the northeast. The central one of these eleva
tions (Note 93), probably the crest of an anticline, is the highest, 
and hence remains longest above the sea-surface, forming the 
long projection which makes the northeastern angle of the 
Province. Because of local irregularities this ridge shows as a 
series of islands just before it vanishes entirely, Miscou being the 
last of the series. Miscou itself indeed is not a single island but 
several, joined by bars and bogs. Miscou Harbour, deepening 
westward, originated no doubt as an ancient valley tributary to 
one of the great rivers which once flowed along our present Bav 
Chaleur.

Centering our attention now upon the island itself, we find 
that it consists essentially of three larger, with several outlying 
smaller tracts of wooded upland, swelling gently and irregularly 
above a shallow sea. These upland tracts enclose, roughly, a tri
angle, and, joined together by festooning bars and beaches which 
widen in places to plains, they encircle lagoons and lakes 
with moor and salt marsh. We therefore have to consider, the 
upland, the beaches and sand plains, the bog-barrens, and the salt 
marshes.

The outlines, positions, and mutual relations of the tracts of 
upland are well indicated by the accompanying map, on which 
their outlines, while mostly merely from sketches, are yet, I be
lieve, approximately correct. The highest points of the respective 
tracts, which in no case exceed 30 or 35 feet above high-tide 
level, are approximately indicated on the map. Their surfaces 
are gently and smoothly undulating, and, except where cut into 
cliffs by the encroaching sea, dip imperceptibly under water, 
beach, marsh or barren. They were originally, and are still in 
part, wooded with a small-sized mixed forest. Doubtless each 
possesses a core of rock, but I was able to find it in only two 
places, both on the larger southwestern tract. The most im
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portant of these is the exposure of much jointed and irregularly 
bedded soft gray sandstones which form the beach and low 
vertical wave-cut banks at the southwestern argle of the island, 
the only place on Miscou, according to the resid nts, where ledge 
rock shows on the coast. The second place is beside the new 
highway road a little south of Lake Ci enire, where, in a pit dug 
to obtain material for a new road, the same sandstones appear."1' 
I am told also that ledge rock has been struck in a well near 
Wilson's Point, and that it occurs on the beach in the harbor. 
Elsewhere, where the sea is cutting into the upland, as just west 
of Lac Frye, at Wilsons Point, at Miscou Harbour, at Money 
Island, south of Eel Brook, along the old bank-line at Grande 
Plaine, it is working against typical, compact, rather fine-grained 
glacial drift, which evidently forms much of the surface of the 
island, affording a soil of fair quality farmed by the residents.

We turn next to the beaches. The shallow sea about the 
island has, according to the charts and the sailing direc ions, a 
bottom sometimes of rock,/ but usually of sand, while close to the 
shore it is almost everywhere of sand. Further, excepting for 
the rocky shores at the southwest part of the island, the stony 
(small sandstone cobble) reefs off Birch and Wilsons Points, ar.d 
occasional peat banks at points to be noted below, the beaches 
between tides are also of sard, gently shelving and compact, 
affording the finest possible beaches for travel, and, perhaps, for 
recreation in the future. And in most places the sand is driven 

| by the waves still higher, until, intermingled with driftwood, 
gravel, cobbles and occasional boulders brought from Gaspe oy 
the ice, it is piled in ridges above high-tide mark. Here the wind 
drives the drying sand still higher, forming low dunes, up to six 

lor eight feet high, which become sparsely clothed with beach 
I grasses. Such beaches are formed only on flatly shelving shores,
I never against abrupt upland; hence on irregular shallow coas's

‘The “Sailing Directions” speaks of a steep sandstone cliff at Birch 
I Point ten feet in height. Yet as I have myself observed there is no rock 
■visible here upon the shore or elsewhere, and the residents say none is 
|known to them. I think the compact glacial drift forming the bank has 

n mistaken for a sandstone ledge.
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they tend to grow between headlands, which act as anchorages for 
them, and between which they are beaten in by winds and waves 
to graceful inbowed curves, often enclosing salt lakes or lagoons. 
Such a barrier beach, now. however, much modified by changes 
later to be described, extends from the rocky upland at the 
southwestern angle of the island northward in a gentle curve to 
the Goose Lake point, enclosing Herring Creek and Goose Lake. 
At the Goose Lake point, there is now no upland, but the 
character of the place, on which stands the Lighthouse, suggests 
that it possesses a core of upland recently above the sea. Fron 
this point another beach runs in a curve to the upland North of 
Lake Chen ire, enclosing between it and the upland a line of low 
boggy swamps or meadows which were, as recently as t8j8, 
salt ponds or lagoons as shown in the Admiralty charts made in 
that year. North of Eel Brook, owing to local causes discussed 
below, the single dune beach gradually broadens into the re
markable great sandy plain called Grande Plaine. From the 
northern extremity of Grande Plaine the beach extends in a 
gentle curve to the upland at the eastward, enclosing Lac Frye, 
while to the southeastward smaller beaches between neighboring 
tracts of upland enclose two smaller lakes. Then it continues 
south, with an open gully, to a peaty headland enclosing the sa't 
lagoon, Mal Baie North, and from the peaty headland south to 
Wilsons Point enclosing, (with a break of the gully), Mal Baie 
South. A striking fact about the beaches between Birch Point 
and Wilsons Point, however, is that they have not the usual con
cave form from headland to headland. The explanation is plain 
enough. The headland between the two Mal Baies is not of 
upland but of peat, which is rapidly being eroded away by the 
sea, and the base of the beach north of it is following it inward, 
destroying the proper curve. From the upland of Wilsons Point 
to that near Pigeon Hill, Shippegan, a very typical barrier beach 
runs in a characteristic great curve, cut by a typical gully, 
making Miscou Harbor, in its western part at least, practically 
a lagoon. And beyond Shippegan a very typical series of these 
great beaches may be traced along the coast, hanging in graceful 
festoons from headland to headland, all the way to Buctouche.
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Unis we see that Miscou Island, while given its general form and 
size by the remnants of upland not ytt sunken beneath the sea, 
has most of the details of its form, especially its system of grace
ful inward curves, given it by the barrier beaches festooned from 
upland to upland.

Such is the present position of the beaches. They are, how
ever. by no means fixed, but among the most highly plastic and 
unstable of geographical features. Aside from the swinging of 
their basal ends with the inward moving upland, they show, in 
Miscou at least, two other marked movements. The first is in 
the position of those breaches or gullys which, ever tending to be 
closed by the waves, are ever made anew by the pressure of the 
accumulated waters inside. The older maps of Miscou all show 
the gullys of Lac Frye, the two Mal Baies, and Miscou Gully 
itself, in different positions at different times, and such changes 
show th.ir traces on the outlines of the-beaches themselves. 
Again, at two points on the shore outside the dune beaches 
(namely just south of Eel Brook on the west coast, and north of 
Birch Point on the northeast coast) I found beds of peat, showing 
that the beaches arc moving inward as the island sinks, a point 
further to be discussed below.

We turn next to that very striking and remarkably interesting 
modification of the dune beach, the great beach-plain called 
Grande Plaine. Its general position, form and relations to the 
neighboring uplands arc well shown, in large part from actual 
survey, on the accompanying map. It is in effet a multiplication 
of the usually single dune-beach up to some thirty or more parallel 
beaches, the whole resembling with their c ests and hollows a 
gently-swelling sea suddenly changed to sand. Towards the sea. 
and for part of its breadth, it is open and treeless, clothed only 
by the waving beach grass and a few low growths nestling in its 
shelter ; but the other half on the land side bears a low mixed 
forest, which has obviously advanced on tlie plain from the 
neighboring upland. From the mature forest to the open grass 
of the beach there is a definite step, the transition being marked 
by very pleasing close-turfed swales with park-like avenues and 
clumps of scattered trees. This nascent forest proved of such
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Point, (though it is actually now being washed away at some 
points south of Eel Brook), with the upland just north of Eel 
Brook, while the next oldest is that which skirts the edge of the 
upland, here forming a remarkably regular sea-cut, steep escarp
ment from one or two up to fifteen feet in height. North of the 
widest part of the plain, the beaches, hitherto following the curve 
of the present shore line, swing to the northeast, form the western 
margin of Lac Frye, and continue straight into the sea, which is 
cutting directly across their ends. Here the evidence of the sink
ing of the island is very plain, for not only are the ends of the 
beaches being cut into those abrupt cliffs characteristic of a sink
ing shore, but driftwood is actually driven into the hollows lie- 
tween them. Better still is the testimony of the woods, which 
here continue directly to the margin of the sea which is washing 
them steadily away, while the peaty woods-carpet is exposed on 
the beach below high-tide mark.

Such is the general appearance of Grande Plaine. Examining 
it more narrowly, we find that it is by no means homogeneous 
throughout its extent. Thus, the dune beaches are by no means 
of equal breadth, height or distance apart. Because of various 
irregularities they show, it is by no means easy to measure 
exactly either their distances apart or their heights. The follow
ing figures express approximately the distance in paces from 
crest to crest of the beaches in a section from the sea to the upland 
at the widest part of the plain ;—24, 17, 18, 17, 44, 26. 25, 12, 25, 
32, 42, 96, 45, 20, 47, 68, (edge of woods), 15, 23, 18, 17, 15, 14. 
11, 15, 14, 35, 31, and a few others not measured. In general the 
older inner beaches are both nearer together and more regular in 
size and height than those farther out. The irregularities in 
height are marked, some of the crests rising five, or perhaps, six 
feet above the intervening hollows, others only a foot or two. 
Furthermore the height-fluctuations are by no means uniformly 
distributed. Thus two of the beaches, which are also the widest, 
those marked 44 and 96 above, are markedly higher than others, 
and these higher ones can be traced for a long distance along the 
plain. Variations of another kind are shown in the remarkable 
swales, characterized by peculiarities of vegetation which I shall
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discuss in my paper on that subject, and in the low places where 
standing pools of water occur. Furthermore, the vegetation itself 
expresses a marked break in the continuity of the plain-building, 
for there is an abrupt break between the older and larger trees on 
the inner narrower beaches, and the much younger trees on the 
swales and outer beaches. All these fluctuations show that 
the growth of the plain has not proceeded uniformly ; and it is 
probable that a more careful study than 1 was able to giv* the 
subject would throw some light upon variations in the action of 
geological agencies in recent times.

In viewing the successive beach lines, the question naturally 
arises as to whether the inner are at a higher or a lower level than 
the outer. It is impossible without accurate levelling to tell this 
from a study of the plain at its widest part, but reliable testimony 
is available elsewhere. Just north of Eel Brook the entire 
breadth of the plain can be seen at a glance, and there is no ques
tion as to the levels ; the inner beaches are much lower than the 
outer, to such an extent that the entire plain has a marked slope 
inward. Again, at the northern end of the plain, where the sea 
is cutting it directly across, the height of the outer beaches may 
be seen to be considerably greater than that of the inner, on which 
the forest now- being washed away by the sea is hardly above the 
highest tide level. Further, the fact that the inner margin of the 
plain near the upland is in places little more than an alder swamp, 
points to the same conclusion. 1 have no doubt that as a whole 
the inner beaches average throughout of lesser elevation that the 
out r, precisely as we would expect on a sinking coast.

We consider now the mode of origin of Grande Plaine, in
volving the explanation of the anomaly of extensive land-building 
upon a sinking coast. There can be no question that the growth 
of this plain, from the very sharply-marked bank-line of the up
land out to its present position, has been very reç ut, and also 
that it is still in active progress. The residents maintain that the 
plain has grown from about the margin of the woods to its 
present margin within the memory of men now living. This 
must be a great exaggeration, but the occurrence of the walrus 
bones within the margin of the woods, with their evidence that
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these animals were slaughtered by man, (Note 98) presumably 
upon or near the then beach, shows that there lias been this much 
growth, (a quarter of a mile), within historic times. Several 
questions are involved in the problem of this growth. First, as to 
the source of the materials. This is principally sand derived from 
the rapidly wearing upland of the island and vicinity, supplement- 
ed by a great quantity of drift material, wood, ed grass, etc.* All 
of the residents agree that the cove opposite the plain is a sort of 
huge eddy in which the drift, worked along the coast by the 
westerly winds, meets a tidal current sweeping around the north 
end of the Island from the east and bringing its own contribution ; 
the collective material is there driven by the prevailing westerly 
winds upon the beach. Certainly immense quantities of driftwood 
are beached here, enough to supply the residents of Grande 
Plaine with most of their firewood,and a vast quantity besides. 
Great masses of eel grass are also brought here after gales, and, 
becoming buried in sand, help the rapid growth of the shore 
of the island. Of course, in lesser degree, sand ami gravel and 
other material arc worked into this cove in the same manner. 
Second, we consider the causes which have determined the plain
building in this particular place. The sharpness of the bank-line 
of the upland, (so obviously an ancient sea-margin that even the 
residents speak of it as such), shows that comparatively recently 
the sea beat directly against the upland, and the change to beach
building was very abrupt. Although the plain is evidently 
rapidly growing about its middle and widest part, it is being 
washed away at its upper end, so that it is in part material from 
the upper end of the plain which is forming its middle portion. In 
fact all the phenomena seems to me to agree in showing that the 
plain formerly extended, no doubt accompanying a band of

♦Although the upland of the island is being everywhere washed away 
by the sea, in two other places a certain amount of beach building is in 
progress, namely at Birch and at Wilson’s Points. The residents, however, 
agree that this active beach-building has been in progress only about two 
years, prior to which both places were rapidly washing away. The build
ing of these places, if not indeed of Grande Plaine itself, must resemble 
that of the "forelands” of Nantucket, Mass., as recently described by F. P. 
Gulliver, (Report of the eighth International Geographic Congress, 
Washington, 1905, page 146).
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glacial upland, much farther northward, its position being in
dicated by the shoals marked on the charts and described in the 
“Sailing Directions." At that time the eddy would also have 
been farther north. It was the sinking of the island which 
permitted the sea to cut off its northern end and roll it, so to 
speak, with the eddy, down the coast, a process still in progress.* 
And it will no doubt continue until all of the plain north of the 
upland, with Lac Frye (once, apparently, a lagoon like Mal Baie 
and perhaps earlier a fresh-water lake ) will have vanished, and 
a much broader plain will have grown gradually southward, fill
ing the cove north of Eel Brook. Finally we consider the exact 
details of the mode of building of the successive beach lines, 
which, clear enough in the cases of the single barrier beaches, is 
not so obvious where these form a multiple series. In this beach
building, I believe, the presence of the drift wood, eel-grass, etc., 
plays an important part. All stages of the process may now he 
seen in operation. The sea at ordinary tides throws the drift 
wood (largely great trees and cut stumps washed out of rivers 
by the freshets, with refuse from the mills, etc.) on the beach 
and the highest tides push it yet higher, until finally some com
bination of great tide and strong storm pushes it entirely beyond 
reach of the waves. Then the dried sand, driven landward by 
the winds, collects among the wood, and gradually buries it in a 
low dune beach. Meantime the beach grass, succeeding the first 
beach plants, takes possession and gradually binds the sand so 
that it no longer moves with the wind. At the same time the 
beach is growing outward, more drift wood is accumulating, 
presently a new dune-core is formed, and so on in successive lines. 
That the drift wood does thus form a core in the b ach is shown 
by the pieces projecting from the various outer beaches, though 
from the inner this has all vanished by decay. It may be that the

♦The abrupt transition between the forested inner beaches and the 
swales and outer beaches, a transition shown not only by a difference in 
age of the trees but also by the step from narrow sandy beaches to broad 
swales, indicates, I believe, an interval between the building of the original 
Grande Plaine, and the addition of the new beaches from material rolled 
down the coast. 1 have, perhaps, made this point clear in my paper (above 
cited) on the vegetation of Grande Plaine.
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need for some combination of great storm and tide to place the 
core of drift wood above» reach, of all ordinary tides explains the 
fluctuations in the breadth and elevation of the beach lines ; ihe 
greater may represent the result of some unusual combination of 
these influences. Further it may be that fluctuations in the supply 
of the drift wood will explain the variations in the regularity of 
the beaches. Thus it may be that the lesser size and greater regu
larity of the inner beaches may be correlated with the fact that 
they were formed prior to the days of lumbering when the sup
ply of drift materials would be both smaller and more regular 
than since the settlement of the country. Further, causes of 
minor irregularities in the outer beaches are found in the opera
tions of the residents nearby whose cattle destroy the beach grass 
allowing the dunes to blow to pieces, and whose wood-gathering 
teams cut the beaches in various ways.

So much for an outline of the formation of this interesting 
place. My study of it was very general, and much remains still 
to be made out. It will repay a far more detailed study than I 
was able to give it.

A plain-building on another principle is in progress now 
south of Goose Light. Formerly this coast was fringed by a 
single beach inside of which was a line of ponds, surrounded by 
bog and marsh, including several ponds shown on the Admiralty 
chan of 1838 but now replaced by bog or marsh. In recent times, 
as a result, I am told, of the destruction of the beach grass by 
cattle, this outer beach is being blown by the wind on and across 
the old marsh and bog, covering it with a sand plain and forming 
new beach lines against the upland. In this way Herring Creek 
and Goose Lake have been greatly lessened in size and are now 
threatened with total extinction. At first I thought that Grande 
Plaine itself had been formed in this way,—by the advance of the 
beaches over a flat country carried by the sinking of the land 
under the sea; but further study has convinced me of the cor
rectness of the exp’anation above given. Near Herring Creek, 
both on the north and south of its former outlet, occur the highest 
and most typical sand dunes I have found in New Brunswick.
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J hey are some 20 or 25 feet high, of pure rolling sand, and are 
overwhelming the old forests formerly standing there.

We turn now to the consideration of the great moors or bogs, 
or, as the residents call them, barrens. They cover well-nigh half 
of the area of the island, filling in the space enclosed by the 
tracts of upland, and lie to some extent beneath the beaches out
side them. They are as typical and finely developed raised bogs 
or Hochmoore as it would be possible to find, resembling physical
ly and ecologically those I have described from Charlotte County.* 
Because of their greater extent they show more fully the hoch- 
moor characters than do the Charlotte moors. Every gradation 
m structure is presented, from the typical liât bog ( Flachmoor), 
h avily wooded and verging to swamp, on the western side of the 
island (especially in the ang es both north and south of Eel Brook), 
up to the raised, treeless, pond-dotted Hochmoors of the central 
and eastern parts. Here they form low elevations, rounded hills 
or ridges with intervening hollows and valleys, the whole simu
lating curiously, especially when tiny rills or dcadwater streams 
occupy the valleys, the topography of a country of ripe and low 
relief. At the highest parts the mosses seem dead, but about the 
ponds they are still in growth. The basis of the moor is of 
course sundry species of sphagnum, forming typical rounded 
hummocks anti polsters, on which grow the dwarfed Myrica, 
Ledum, Vaccinmm, Rhodora, Kalmia glauca anti other heaths 
with the various associates usual upon New Brunswick raised 
bogs. Scattered about are the lit.le is'ar.ds of dwarfed spruce 
and the many ponds and lakes. These ponds are of all sizes from 
little pools that one can almost leap across up to the large Lake 
Chenire and Big Lake, lakes of apparent considerable depth, the 
latter nearly three miles in circumference. They stand also at all 
levels, from those near the highest part of the bog, down to Big 
Lake and Ijake Chenire, not much above the level of the sea; and 
it often happens, as on other moors, that two lakes but a few 
yards apart differ several feet in level. All these characteristics 
however are common to all hochmoors and need no special 
description here. There is however a striking peculiarity of Big

*In Transactions Royal Society Canada. III., 1897.
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Lake, true also to a less.r extent of Lake Chenire, namely, Its 
banks are formed of vertical walls of peat, some six to eight or 
more feet above the water, which are being cut away by the lake 
itself.* '1 hey thus resemble exactly the peat-cliffs bordering the 
sea to the eastward. Here, at places shown on the map on the 
two Mal Baies, on Misant Harbor along Muddy Brook, and on 
the open sea between the Mal Baies, the moors are being eaten 
into by the sea, the peat forming vertical cliffs from one or two 
up to eight feet in height. This is particularly striking on the 
coast between the Mal Baies, where the sea is rapidly cutting in
to the low peat cliffs, carving them precisely as it carves a soft- 
rocked coast. I suppose there is no doubt that the two Mal Baies 
were recently fresh water lakes like Big Lake, and that the en
croaching sea will presently eat its way along Eel Brook and 
cut into Big Lake converting it into a salt lagoon. The outlet of 
Big Lake now falls a foot or two over sand and gravel into the 
salt water.

But how did these moors originate, and what influences have 
given them their present form? It is, first of all, plain that they 
were formed when the island was much larger and much higher 
above the sea than now. Sphagnum moors can only form in fresh 
water, and they extend much beyond the present limits of the 
island, since they occur outside the dune beach on the west of the 
island south of Eel Brook, and again outside the dune-beach 
north of Birch Point. Further, they must have extended far 
off to the eastward to permit thick peat beds now to border 
the sea. Their formation implies the presence of a great shallow 
impervious basin with a complete rim of upland, a rim now sunk 
beneath the sea and represented in the extensive shoals on the 
west side of the island, and by the shoa’s and reefs off Birch 
Point and Wilsons Point (described on the Admiralty charts and 
“Sailing Directions”) on the east. Probably the margin of this 
basin was formed by glacial upland, not by rock, which will ex
plain perfectly its total disappearance. The sinking of the land

•Big Lake shows in one or two places sand beaches against the peat- 
cliffs. At first sight the peat seems to rest upon them, but examination 
shows that they rest against vertical walls of peat.
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permitted the sea to enter the original basin and then to 
eat away the bog itself. The ocean has since gradually advanced, 
cutting away the peat, entering large freshwater lakes and con
verting them into saltwater lagoons, and throwing barri .'r 
beaches across their open sides. This process is still in 
progress and will no doubt continue until all the moors will be 
removed and the barrier beaches from east and west will meet In 
the line of the upland across where now lies Lake Chenire.

Salt marshes occur in the very sheltered places in the angles 
of the lagoons and along the quiet salt-water streams, as shown 
on the map. They are of considerable economic importance for 
their wild hay, but they have had little part in the building of the 
island. Small areas of freshwater meadow occur in places, as 
along Eel Brook below Lake Chenire and elsewhere; and there 
are some areas of true swamps, but these are not of sufficient 
size or definiteness, and especially are not well enough known to 
me, for representation upon the map.

Thus we see that physiographically Miscou is one of the most 
interesting of the parts of New Brunswick. It represents an 
area of unstable equilibrium, and owes its characters to delicate 
adjustments of level. Nowhere in the Province are topographical 
changes in more active progress or their operation so clear.

98. On Semi-Fossil Walrus Bones from Miscou and Else
where in New Brunswick.

Read December 5. 1905.
The evidence as to the former occurrence of the walrus, or 

sea-cow (Trichechus rosmarus) in New Brunswick is summar
ized in an earlier note (No. 80)* of this series. Since it was 
written I have been able to study the principal ancient resort of 
the walrus at Grande Plaine, Miscou, and to collect there the bones

•One historical reference to be added to those there given is found in a 
document of 1756 which states that the Acadian refugees at Miramichi at 
that time had to live in part upon sea-cow. (Raymond. History of the 
Saint John River, 121).
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which have been placed in the Museum of this Society.* The 
bones occur at the locality marked on the smal'er map accompany
ing the preceding Note (page 456), in which also is discussed 
the mode of formation of the remarkable beach-plain on which 
they are found. The place is now over a quarter of a mile from 
the sea, well within the margin of a sparse spruce wood, and 
covered by its mossy carpet. At the place of their greatest 
abundance they are scattered over an area of an acre or so, and 
are manifest to the eye either through the whiteness of an oc
casional exposed portion, or else by the mossy hummocks cover
ing the skulls and larger bones. As a rule they are scattered or 
isolated, though at times small groups are found together in their 
natural relations, though no skeletons anywhere near complete 
can now be found. Most of the bones are much decayed, though 
the skulls and lower jaws, with femurs and a few others, have 
been fairly preserved through their great hardness. A noticeable 
fact about most of the skulls is that they show the large bullet 
holes into the brains by which obviously the animals were killed, 
while the marks of the axes by which the tusks were hewn out 
of the skulls are visible upon alii of them. These signs confirm 
the testimony of both history and tradition which state that this 
was a famous hunting ground for these animals at the first 
settlement of the country. The bcnes lie partly imbedded in sand, 
a very poor material for their preservation, and so far are they 
decayed that it will be now only a few years before they will all 
have crumbled away; and then this last visible testimony of the 
former occurrence here of the walrus will have vanished forever. 
For some time to come, however, the visitor will be able to make 
a selection from the piles which I left beside the path, having col
lected them in the selection of those I brought away for the So
ciety, and it is one of these piles which is shown on the accom
panying photograph. Although this is the principal locality at

♦These bones include a very large nearly complete skull, another 
cloven skull, two lower jaws, paît of n tusk (found at Goose Lake, Miscou, 
and given me by the light keeper), two femurs, two vertebrae and a rib. 
These were selected as the best among a large number dug up and 
examined.
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Grande Plaine, a few occur elsewhere,—on the edge of the woods 
to the southwest, as I have myself seen, and towards Northwest 
Point as reported by residents, though I was unable to find the 
latter locality. I have, however, under the guidance of Mr. Jas. 
Bruno, keeper of the Goose Light, seen a few walrus bones un
covered by die shifting of die beach south of that light.

So much for the Miscou localities. Although I have made 
many inquiries I have been able to learn of but a single other 
place of occurrence of walrus bones in all New Brunswick. The 
Museum of the Miramichi Natural History Association (see their 
Procedings, IV., 58) contains a walrus jaw presented by a resi
dent of Burnt Church. 1 am informed, however, by Dr. Philip 
Cox that it was found on Portage Island, and also that he had 
searched there exhaustively for others but without avail. As the 
walrus no doubt formerly resorted all along this coast, and was 
probably hunted here as at Miscou, its bones must have form
erly occurred here. But they, have probably all been washed 
away by the sea, which is everywhere encroaching rapid'y upon 
this coast. It is only the remarkable and unique conditions which 
prevail at Grande Plaine, Miscou, (where, owing to local causes, 
the land is being built out instead of removed), which have pre
served the bones in that locality.

So far as I can learn, the bones now in the Society’s collection 
are the only ones from Miscou in any museum. Dr. Chalmers 
collected a number some years ago for the Geological Survey of 
Canada, but I am informed they were not preserved and are not 
now in the Survey Museum. References to the bones at Grande 
Plaine occur in Perley’s Report on the Sea and River Fisheries of 
New Brunswick, 1850, 33, in Ells’ Report on the Geology of 
Northern New Brunswick, 1879-80, D, 43, and in Chalmer’s Re
port on the Surface Geology of Northeastern New Brunswick, 
1888, 27 N. A reference to their expected (but unrealized) 
occurrence in shell-heaps in the Bay of Fundy is in Boardman’s 
Naturalist of the Saint Croix, (Bangor, Me., 1903), page 242.
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99. On the Physiographic Characteristics of the North 
Pole Branch of the Little Southwest Miramichi 

River,
Read in abstract January 2 1906.

The Little Southwest Miramichi, cne of the largest, and 
certainly the most typical, of the wilderness rivers of New Bruns
wick, is formed by the confluence of five great branches. The 
two most important of these, the Tuadook and Walkemik 
Branches, are somewhat fully described and mapped in earlier 
Notes (Nos. 55, 86, 87), while a third, morphologically the main 
stream, has been also mapped in part ( Note 87).* Last summer 
I was able to observe the larger part of a fourth of the great 
branches, the North Pole Branch, on which I wish here to offer 
some comments, illustrated by the accompanying map.f I also 
saw something of the fifth branch, the Lower North Branch, 
but must make another visit to it before attempting any descrip
tion.:!:

We note first the development of our knowledge of this little- 
known stream. Because of its remoteness from all settlement, 
especially at its source, which lies in the very heart of the central 
watershed in a wilderness still unbroken even by lumbermen and 
hunters, it has been rarely visited, not at all studied scientifically, 
and mapped very imperfectly. It makes a first, but naturally 
crude, appearance in records, however, as early as 1686, on the

“This summer I was able to see also its extieme source, in the two 
little plateau ponds beside the portage road between Portage and Cover 
Lakes.

fThe map of this branch is compiled from the timber-line surveys in 
the Crown Land Office, from observations made by! us, and from sketches 
supplied to me by Henry Braithwaite. I hope later ta offer the Society a 
much larger scale and more accurate map of its head waters.

fl was accompanied by my friend Professor A. H. Pierce We were 
taken by team to Cover Lake via Portage Lake (Tobique) over the 
pottage road. From Cover Lake we went alone on foot, carrying pro
visions and outfit in packs, and making occasional side-excursrions. to 
Hough Lake and Skunk Lake, Half Moon Lake, Malone Pond, down 
the outlet of the latter to Cave Brook and the North Pole Branch, down 
this to near its mouth, across by portage road to the Lower North Branch, 
up this to the source of the eastern b anch, north over the watershed to 
South Branch Nepisiguit and Kagoot, and down the South Branch 
Sevogle to Miramichi.
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remarkable Franquelin-deMeulles map where it bears the Micmac 
name of Kednattequec.* It makes a second appearance, without

'V ' \ I /
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♦The North Pole Branch is called by the Micmacs to-day Kay-dun-at- 
que-gak, (meaning unknown), a word which might well be simplified for 
use to Kednegek (g hard and accent upon the last syllable). The name 
North Pole apparently first appears in documents upon Fish’s plan of 1880 
:and Fieeze’s plans of 1881, and Mr. Freeze tells me that he found the 
name in use among lumbermen when he made his surveys and supposed it 
originated in the old pine-timber days from 1840-1860, when much pine 
lumbering was done on the river. It was very likely named because of its
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name, as a crude sketch upon Baillie’s maps of 1832, is shown 
at its mouth and named the "North Branch’’ on Berton’s Survey 
map of 1838, and is sketched in its lower courses and wrongly 
called “Upper North Branch," on Wilkinson's map of 1859, un
doubtedly from data supplied by lumbermen. The very first point 
located by survey upon its course was given by a timber-line sur
vey by Deputy Surveyor Fish, which crossed it west of Long 
Lake in 1880 (See the accompanying map). The next year 
Deputy Surveyor Freeze surveyed its lower ten miles, the only 
part of its course yet surveyed, and in that and the following year 
ran the several important timber lines which gave us our first 
knowledge of a large section of this wilderness tract and located 
several additional points on its course and tributary streams. 
These were the data which Mr. Loggie had in making his map 
of 1885, and he was followed dosely, though with some slight 
variations, upon the geological survey map of 1887, which repre
sents the best map yet published of this stream. Since 1881 
various additional lines have been run from time to time as the 
needs of lumbering demanded, giving additional locations for the 
courses of the various streams ; but as no additional! surveys what
ever of the streams themselves have been made, these are 
necessarily, both on the Crown Land Office plans and cn the 
accompanying map, simply sketched between the intersections of 
the timber-tlines. On the map I have tried to show the less cer
tain portions by the most broken lines.

So much for cartography, and there is little left to add. Of 
scientific study there has b en none; no geologist has visited the 
stream, and there is no mention of it in any of the Geological

great extension northward, supplemented perhaps by tine coldness of its 
water. It is commonly shoitened in use to “The Pole.’’ Of the other 
names on the map, Kill-Heg Brook was given by Freeze, for a wooden 
kill-heg or killeck trap found by him there. Skunk Lake, Half-moon Lake, 
Devils Lake, Graham Lake, Sable Mountain, Portage Brook, Devils Gulch; 
were all given by Henry Braithwaite, presumably descriptive of form or 
use or other peculiarity. Malone Pond was given by us because touched 
by a timber line run in 1903 by W. Malone. Cave Brook via given in 
1900 by W. B. Hoyt, descriptively, as he tells me of the physical characters 
of the stream. Forks Mountain is a descriptive name of the lumbermen. 
Hickey Lakes and Long Lake are on Fish’s plan of 1880 and no doubt are 
descriptive and for some early lumberman.
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Survey Reports or in any other scientific publications. Sportsmen 
have visited it but little until very recently, and I find but two 
references in sporting literature. Mr. Frederick Irland was on 
the North Pole Branch in the spring of 1901, hunting bears with 
Henry Braithwaite, and he has described his trip in a charmingly- 
written and beautifully-illustrated article in Scribner’s Magazine 
for September, 1901. And there is a reference to Half-Moon 
Lake, with a crude sketch map showing it for the first time, in 
Mr. E. Hough’s account of his winter trip in 1901 through this 
region from the Nepisiguit to the Little Southwest Miramichi in 
Forest and Stream for Nov. 1, 1902. Mr. Braithwaite has hunted 
here for many years and has hunting camps at two of three points, 
while other guides from the Lower Miramichi are gradual!} 
entering the valley and establishing camps. Much lumbering has 
been done on the stream, especially bellow the Forks, in connection 
with which a number of portage roads have been built ; but there 
is still much unlumbered country near its source, between which 
and the Nepisiguit branches remains the only piece of absolute!} 
virgin wilderness now1 to be found in New Brunswick.

As the map will show, the North Pole Branch has not a single 
source, but several, radiating fan-like from a junction south of 
Forks Mountain. Of these source streams I have seen four, 
which are as follows. The most northerly is that on which lies 
Half-Moon Lake, a pretty crescent-shaped little woods lake, 2059 
feet above the sea,* surrounded by low plateau hills, showing it 
to lie in a valley cut a little b.dow the plateau level. The 
character of the stream above and below it I do not know, except 
that Mr. Braithwaite tells me it has "granite ledges and falls, 150 
feet” upon it as shown on the map. Almost directly south of it 
on Braithwaite's trail, but separated from it by a mile of two of 
elevated plateau in a clear-water brook, Devils Gulch, running 
southeast in a curious little irregular gulch or gorge The rock

•Determined by aneroid checked for weather from Fredericton and 
Chatham, as were all other elevations given in this paper. Since, how
ever, in all cases I was able to obtain! but a single good measurement, and 
since single measurements are liable to much eror, too much confidence 
cannot be placed in them. The elevation of the plateau south of Half 
Moon Lake I made over 2,200 feet.
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here is granite in great angular blocks piled up like masonry, and 
the little gorge appears to be not at all of erosion, but of rift, 
origin. The course of this stream on the map is also from Mr. 
BrailInvaite’s sketch. Skunk Lake, 1637 feet above sea level, is a 
shallow, largely bog-bordered lake lying in a valley formed be
tween Wilkinson Mountain and the Wheeler Mountain mass or 
plateau east of it, the same in which Hough Lake also lies and 
which is followed by the trail between the two lakes. It empti. s 
northeastward, but 1 have not seen its outlet. The fourth stream 
is that near the h ad of which lies Malone Pond, a most charming 
and typical little woods lake, whose outlet we followed all the way 
to Cave Brook and the main North Pole Branch. It leaves 
Malone Pond as a small stream, soon swinging to the cast and 
the south east, rapidly increasing by the accession of many spring 
rivulets, and begins at once to develop little gulches or gorges 
in the granite rocks similar to those already described for Devils 
Gulch. Continuing southeastward it receives the Skunk Lake 
branch, and, still rapidly enlarging, developes larger gorges with 
much fall, separated by quiet alder-bordered sand-bottomed still- 
waters, often showing, as do the gorges themselves, abundant 
new beaver works. The stream then swings to the east in the 
vicinity of a fine great rounded hardwood mountain, Sable Moun
tain, and then to the northeast, keeping its general character 
though ever enlarging. The aspect of all the gorges gives the 
impression not of water-eroded channels so much as rifts in the 
regularly-jointed and bedded granite. At one place, where Hoyt's 
timber-line crosses Cave Brook, the stream bed lies in the bottom 
of a little gorge with vertical granite walls fifteen or twenty feet 
high. One side of this gorge is angularly concave while the 
other is an island the angles of which appear to fit into the con
cave side, showing that here at least the valley is a rift, though 
the stream has worn also little caves into the joints of the granite 
thus giving this stream its name. Below, the valley gradually opens 
somewhat and the gulches become infrequent ; the stream is 
gentler and comes to flow mostly in a winding alder-bordered 
course through sand-bottomed still-waters. As it swings to the 
east it receives the shallow clear swift-flowing Devils Gulch
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Branch, below which it is a large canoeable smoothwater aivl 
Stillwater sand-bottomed stream winding amid meadows and 
alder-intervales down to the Forks (1175 feet above the set) 
southeast of Forks Mountain.

The other branch of the North Pole, the larger stream, I have 
not yet seen above the Forks. The courses of the streams in the 
map arc in part from the timber-line maps and in part supplied 
by Mr. Braithwaite, who tells me there are granite gorges ledge 
and falls on the streams shown cn the map. I am inclined to 
think the main stream above Forks Mountain is very sluggish, for 
a lumberman has told me there is a deadwater or narrow lake, 
four miles long, on the upper part of this stream.

What now is the origin of these source streams of the North 
Pole Branch? Turning to the map, three facts arc at once ap
parent. First, to some ext nt the valleys show evidence of that 
northwest-southeast parallelism so characteristic of the valleys of 
this whole central region. Thus there is a line of streams from 
near Malone Pond southeast along Portage Brook, which, as 
shown in an earlier note (No 87), probably connected Dunn, or 
Logan, Lake with the North Pole Branch, while both the Half 
Moon Lake Branch and the main stream fall in with this 
direction. I have little doubt that these valley directions are 
actually relics of the original system. Second, there are at least 
two valleys, the Hough Lake—Skunk Lake Valley and the Cave 
Brook valley, having a direction at right angles to the original 
system. These are very likely homologous with the part of the 
Tuadook below Crooked Headwater (Note 86), the origin of 
which I cannot explain. Third, taken collectively, the source 
streams now form a fan-radiating system collecting finally into 
one trunk, draining a great radiating basin or circque, very 
similar to that of the Walkemik Basin d-scribed in an earlier note 
(No. 87). • As in the Walkemik Basin also, the erosion of so 
many streams appears to have greatly reduced the elevation of 
the parts of the plateau originally separating them, reducing 
them for the most part (though with an exception in the case of 
the great ridge-like Forks Mountain, which must be still of 
nearly the Plateau height), to low ridges and hills. That such
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a basin actually exists north of Forks Mountain, can be seen from 
Braithwaite’s trail north of Skunk Lake, where it skirts the slope 
of the plateau, and it is implied in a statement made to me by 
Deputy Surveyor Freeze in speaking of the high range of granite 
hills crossing the stream at Forks Mountain. Presumably the 
“Falls” on the map mark the approximate boundary between 
plateau and basin. The direction of the upper course of this 
branch would also suggest that there it may originally been 
emptied into the Lower North Branch, forming the morphological 
head of that river. But the causes which have thrown these 
streams thus together, and as well the details of the geography of 
the basin must await more thorough study than I was ab'e to 
give it. It seems to me, however, possible that several of the 
smaller streams may have had their directions determined by the 
formation of rifts in the granite of the region.

We consider next the valley below the Forks. From above 
the Forks down to the big bend of the river, it is a smooth-flow
ing, clear stream of abundant water, winding over graved and 
cobbles and with occasional little rapids formed by a few small 
boulders. All this part forms, in ease of water and charm of 
scenery, nearly as pleasing a canoe stream as any I know. In 
but one place did I observe any of the granite gulches so 
abundant on the upper waters, and that was at the place about 
east of Devils Lake where the stream, close against the western 
valley wall, flows through a typical rifted gulch, with low vertical 
granite walls on each side, but deep and smooth without a fall. 
The entire valley itself while deeply cut (some 400 feet) into the 
plateau is mature, wide, drift-bottomed, the river having always 
a wide stony flat, commonly of the Rhodora-Hypnum-Black 
Spruce type, on one side or the other. Seemingly the valley was 
formed by a stream very much larger than that now occupying it, 
and in any case it has all the characters of an ancient valley and it 
iy no doubt one of the original Northumbrian System (Note 93).

Such is the stream down to the big bend ten miles from Its 
mouth. From an inspection of the course of this curious bend, 
(1127 feet above sea-level) on the map, on which, since it is with
in the limits of Freeze’s survey of 1881, it is accurately represented,
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one would naturally infer that it is post-glacial, the original pre
glacial course cutting across the bend along the courses of the 
streams and lakes which occur there. And I ventured such a 
prediction in an earlier note in describing Mitchell Lake and sur
roundings (Note No. 87). But this supposition is wholly 
erroneous, for the river preserves its ripe, gentle smooth character 
all around the bend, and is evidently in an ancient and mature 
valley. Its abrupt bend to the north is simply a minor winding 
around drift hills in the wide valley. The origin of the great bend 
in the valley is of course a question of much interest. Turning 
to the map we note that it is directly in line with the valley of 
Portage Brook extending up towards Dunn Lake through the 
Mitchell Lake Basin (Note 87) ; furthermore, in continuation of 
its direction off to the southeastward 1 saw a marked high gap in 
the plateau and beyond this gap, in the same direction, there is, 
as shown on the map, a valley occupied by a brook (Whitney 
Brook). And I myself noted that where this brook enters the Lower 
North Brandi that valley has a swing in die same direction. I 
have not traced it farther, but the direction continued eastward 
would carry it through Guagus to Mullins Stream Lake just be
low which comes one of those remarkable great bends which 
characterize all the valleys of this region (Note 93). We may 
therefore be dealing here with remnants of a very ancient valley 
parallel with the little Southwest Miramichi and the other rivers 
south of it, perhaps one of the original Northumbrian system.

But although the course of the river around the big bend is 
thus very ancient, it nevertheless seems plain that at some time its 
course was across the bend by way of the Hickey Lakes. Such 
a valley can be seen from the great burnt hills just above the 
bend, and seems consistent with the topography of the section as 
far as known.

Below the bend the character of the river changes for a time ; 
here its course is obstructed with hugh granitic boulders making 
it very rough. This rapid water extends a short distance but 
occurs once more a mile or two lower down, where granite ledge 
rock forms the valley wall. Except for these two places the 
river seems to retain its gentle attractive character, winding in
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great sand-bottomed smoothwaters, often with intervale banks, 
down as far as we saw it, three miles from its mouth. It is a 
great surprise to find so smooth a river in so rugged a region, 
and there is probably nowhere in the interior of New Brunswick 
so great an extent of good canoeing water, an evidence indeed of 
the ancient and ripe character of this valley. Just below the big 
bend, the valley widens into a basin bottomed by an elevated 
boulder-strewn burnt plain strongly resembling the Graham 
Plains and probably originating in a similar way. On its western 
margin runs the North Pole Branch in a deep trench cut into the 
rough materials of this plain, the boulders of which have here 
given it its rough bed, while on the eastern margin lies Long 
lake, seemingly with a valley extending northward from it. This 
basin seems to have been a catch basin of the glacial period. Be
low, the valley narrows somewhat but always is mature and 
shows a rocky plain elevated well above the river bed. This 
plain, without doubt a continuation of that above the bend, and 
similar to those to be described on the Lower North Branch, 
represents the bed of the glacial rivers which poured their swift 
waters down these valleys during the melting of the glacial ice. 
It is into this glacial wider bed the present rivers have cut their 
narrow and newer channels.

We left this river about three miles from its mouth ( finding it 
there of 1025 feet elevation) and did not see its lower cours1. But 
1 had previously seen its mouth ( Note 54) where it has falls. These 
are post-glacial, and the original junction with the Little South
west probably lies a little to the eastward (Note No. 54) in a line 
with the course of the Little Southwest below it, which is really 
morphologically a part of the North Pole Branch.

too. The Recognition and Utilization ok the Plateau 
Structure of Interior New Brunswick.

Read Jan. 2, 1006.

No doubt most people who know anything of interior and 
northern New Brunswick think of it as a hilly country only tra
versable along the valleys. Until recently this was evidently the 
idea of those whose business it was to lay out portage (lumber-
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ing) roads and to explore routes for projected railroads; for all 
the old portage roads in the interior cling to the valleys as do the 
earlier routes surveyed for railroads.

In reality, however, all interior and northern New Brunswick 
is a plateau into which the rivers have deeply cut and it is only 
hilly where converging streams have carved the plateau to frag
ments, or where occasional masses of harder rocks have eroded 
somewhat more slowly than their surroundings.

This plateau structure is in recent years coming to be recog
nized in practice, for not only do all the newer portage roads in 
the interior mount from the valleys to the plateau, where they find 
a drier, more level, straighter and often shorter course from camp 
to camp, but it is, as I understand it, by the utilization of the 
plateau, making crossings of the valleys on high bridges in their 
narrowest parts, that the Grand Trunk Pacific surveyors have 
been able to locate a practicable, easy-grade route across the 
province.
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